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Abstracts
A model incorporating intrinsic surface reaction, internal pore diffusion, and
external mass transfer was developed to predict a transient temperature profile during a
single char particle combustion. This model provides useful information for particle
ignition, burning temperature profile, combustion time, and carbon consumption rate.
A gas phase reaction model incorporating the full set of 28 elementary C/H/O
reactions was developed. This model calculated the gas phase CO oxidation reaction in the
boundary layer at particle temperatures of 1250K and 2500K by using the carbon
consumption rate and the burning temperature at the pseudo-steady state calculated from the
temperature profile model, but the transient heating was not included. This gas phase model
can predict the gas species and the temperature distributions in the boundary layer, the
CO2/CO ratio, and the location of CO oxidation.
These models were applied to the ignition temperature profile and the CO2/CO ratio
obtained by Tognotti (Tognotti et al., 1990) in an electrodynamic balance for 180 gm
Spherocarb particles and to the combustion rate data measured by Tullin (Tullin et al.,
1993) in a fluidized bed combustor for 4 mm Newlands char particles.
The temperature profile model reproduced the experimental measurement of
Spherocarb combustion temperatures in an electrodynamic balance, including the
dependence of particle ignition on the oxygen partial pressure. Increasing the oxygen partial
pressure reduces the combustion time and increases the maximum temperature. The internal
diffusion limitation could be treated by using macropore surface area. The particle diameter
does not have a large impact on the maximum temperature rise, but has a considerable
effect on the combustion time. The addition of mineral catalyst promotes heterogeneous
CO2 formation and raises the particle temperature.
A gas phase reaction model was used to calculate the CO2/CO ratio measured by
Tognotti. Different water vapor concentrations at low and high particle surface temperatures
(1250K and 2500K) were used to see the effect of hydrogen containing species on CO
oxidation in the gas phase. The particle diameter was 180 gm. The bulk gas was a mixture
of 100% oxygen and water vapor.
At a temperature of 1250K, there was no significant CO oxidation in the gas phase
even with 3.5% water vapor due to the small size of the particle and the steep temperature
gradient. Estimates of gas phase reaction in the macropore could not account for the high
CO 2 /CO ratio indicating that the presence of water vapor may enhance the rate of
heterogeneous oxidation of CO.
At a high temperature of 2500K, without hydrogen containing molecules the gas
phase oxidation of CO is negligible. The effect of the hydrogen containing component on
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the CO oxidation was significant. Spherocarb particles have 0.74% of 'H' internally. This
internal hydrogen source was enough to explain the observed CO2/CO ratio.
A mechanistic heat and mass transfer model was added to the temperature profile
model to predict combustion behavior in a fluidized bed. A half order intrinsic reaction, and
the activation energy of 20 kcal/mol were found to be appropriate to represent the
experimental measurement of char combustion in a fluidized bed at temperatures of 1023-
1123K, and the oxygen partial pressures of 2-20%. The initial temperature rise is
approximately proportional to the oxygen partial pressure and influenced by the bed particle
size and the operating conditions.
The gas phase reaction of a single char in a fluidized bed was modeled. Due to the
heat of CO oxidation, gas phase ignition occurs for particle with sizes bigger than mm.
The difference between the maximum gas temperature and the particle temperature is up to
60-70 K depending the particle size. This gas phase ignition will be terminated only if the
particle diameter decreases below a critical diameter. At 1 mm particle size, the temperature
overshoot decreases to several degrees. The extinction diameter is between 1.0 mm and 0.5
mm. The surrounding gas temperature has a significant effect on the gas phase ignition.
The models proved to be powerful tools for achieving more detailed understanding
of char particle combustions and CO oxidation in the gas phase boundary layer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Coal combustion is composed of two major steps. First, coal particles are heated
by an external heating source, which is usually recirculated hot surrounding reactive gas.
During the heating of the coal, the volatile matter in coal evolves and reacts first with the
gas often forming a volatile flame. Usually, the volatile combustion is short in duration
compared to that of the char combustion. The resultant coal char reacts in the flame at
temperatures between 1000-2500 K. The main focus of this thesis is the combustion
behavior of the char and the gas phase reaction near the particle surface.
The high temperature oxidation of a char is of interest in a number of applications
in which coal must be burned in confined spaces. These include: the development of a
new generation of pulverized-coal-fired cyclone burners, the injection of coal into the
tuyeres of blast furnaces, the use of coal as a fuel in direct-fired gas turbines and in large-
bore low-speed diesels, the development of efficient fluidized beds, and entrained flow
gasifiers.
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There is a need to understand the temperature history of char particles in
conventional pulverized-coal-fired boilers to better explain the processes governing the
formation of pollutants and the transformation of mineral matter. Also, the burning
temperature of a carbonaceous particle in the fluidized bed is important, because the
particle temperature is an important factor not only for the operation of a fluidized bed
but also for assessing formation of pollutants such as NOx and SOx. The adhesive
behavior of ash is also highly sensitive to the particle temperature.
The burning temperature of a char particle is the product of a strongly coupled
balance between particle size and physical properties, heat transfer, surface reactivity,
CO2/CO ratio, and gas phase diffusion in the surrounding boundary layer and within the
particle. The particle temperature has major effects not only on char burning rate, but also
on ash properties and mineral matter vaporization. Measurements of the temperature of
individual burning char particles have become available in recent years and have clearly
demonstrated large particle-to-particle temperature variations which depend strongly on
particle size and on surrounding gas composition.
The CO2 /CO ratio has a major impact on observed particle temperatures. It has
generally been assumed that CO is the only product of the carbon-oxygen reaction and
that C0 2 is formed by subsequent gas phase reaction. Recently, it has been found that
CO and C0 2 are both the primary products of the heterogeneous reaction. CO is further
oxidized to CO2 in the gas phase. It is necessary to take C0 2 production into
consideration in order to account for observed particle temperatures. The importance of
the CO2/CO ratio is illustrated by examination of the heats of reaction for formation of
these two products:
C + 1/202 = CO AHf = 27.2 kcal/mol
C + 0 2 = C 2 AHf = 94 kcal/mol
16
The heat released by the formation of CO2 is a factor of 3.5 higher than that of CO, so the
temperature of a particle will depend strongly on the CO/CO2 ratio produced. If gas
diffusion through the boundary layer is fast, the increased direct production of CO2
produces a higher temperature and a higher burning rate.
CO + 1/202 = CO2 AHf = 66.8 kcal/mol
The CO oxidation via subsequent homogeneous reaction has significant effects on
the observed particle temperature. Because the heat of formation of CO2 from CO in the
gas phase is more than 2.5 times that of CO generation from the heterogeneous reaction,
it is important to know the amount of CO2 generation and the location of the reaction to
assess the heat feedback. There are two possibilities of the location where the additional
CO2 generation occurs: One is in the macro or meso pores inside the char particle, and
the other is in the gas phase. By setting up a model which can predict the gas phase
reaction, we can predict how much CO2 is produced from the homogeneous reaction and
from the heterogeneous reaction, respectively. If the CO oxidation happens near the
particle surface, the convective heat loss from the hot particle is affected and so is the
particle temperature.
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1.2 Carbon oxidation rate
The carbon burning rate is controlled by relative rates of intrinsic reaction and
pore diffusion. Measuring the burning rate of a coal or a char particle has been the
subject of a number of studies.
[Table 1.1] Summary of intrinsic reaction activation energy
Tyler (Tyler,1986) has measured combustion rates for a low surface area
petroleum coke at both high (1200 to 2300K) and low (670 to 770K) temperatures and
has shown that the intrinsic kinetic rate inferred from both set of data may be represented
18
Researchers Kind of Temperature Activation Comments
material used Energy
Smith (1978) many carbonaceous low and high Ea = 43 kcal/mol significant
material temperature scatter
Tyler (1986) petroleum coke 670-770K Ea = 38 kcal/mol low surface
2
,___ __ __  1200-2300K area- lm /g
Floess (1988) Spherocarb 750-870K TGA,
1 st order
Waters Spherocarb 700-2300K Ea = 42 kcal/mol entrained
(1988) flow
zero order
Hurt (1987) Spherocarb 700-900K Ea = 36 kcal/mol 21% oxygen
Tognotti Spherocarb 700-1200K Ea = 33 kcal/mol EDB
(1989)
by one line on an Arrhenius plot (Ea= 38 kcal/mole). Smith (Smith,1978) has correlated
intrinsic combustion rates measured at low temperature and those calculated from high
temperature data for many carbonaceous materials. But he reported that there exists a
significant scattering in the reactivity among different carbons. Floess ( Floess et
al.,1988) examined the intrinsic reactivity of Spherocarb at temperature from 750 to 870
K in air. They reported an oxygen reaction order of 1. Waters (Waters et al., 1988 a)
measured the intrinsic reaction rate at temperatures from 1300 to 2300 K in an entrained-
flow reactor and they used data from the literature ( Floess et al.,1988) to calculate the
low temperature intrinsic reactivity. They assumed an oxygen reaction order of zero, and
they calculated the intrinsic activation energy as 42 kcal/mol. Hurt ( Hurt, 1987 )
measured in a thermo-gravimetric apparatus the intrinsic rate of Spherocarb and fitted the
data by 3000 e- 18118/T [gm/sec-m2] for an oxygen partial pressure of 0.21 atm. The rate
of Spherocarb oxidation measured in the electrodynamic balance by Tognotti ( Tognotti
et al. ,1990) was found to be correlated by 1840 e' 1 6 9 80 /T [gm/sec-m 2] for pure oxygen.
There are many inorganic materials which have catalytic effect on carbon
gasification reaction. The minerals like calcium and iron are abundant in many natural
coals, and have been studied. Active catalysts include alkali metal oxides and salts and
the alkaline earth oxides and salts. Dudek (Dudek, 1989) tested three different catalysts (
Ca, Fe, K) on Spherocarb, and he observed catalyzed Spherocarb has a much faster
reaction rate from 23 to 180 times* the uncatalyzed one (700K - 850K). Du (Du, 1990)
tested 2 wt % Ca catalyzed Spherocarb and found a 50 fold increase of reactivity around
763K. He revealed that the addition of Ca had little effect on the rate of CO formation
and the increase of overall reactivity was primarily attributed to the increase in the rate
of C0 2 formation.
* Particle temperatures (700-800K)
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1.3 C02/CO ratio
Due to the complexity of coal combustion reaction mechanisms, the primary
products of heterogeneous reaction has been a subject of coal combustion for a long
period of time. Because of the importance of the CO/CO2 ratio on the particle burning
temperature, and carbon consumption rate, there are many studies available on this
subject. The experimental measurements of CO2/CO ratio are summarized in Table 1.1.
[Table 1.2] Summary of C0 2 /CO ratio of heterogeneous reaction
C02 /CO = A exp(Ea/RT), A = AoP0 2 n
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Researcher Material Experimental Temperature P 02 Ea/R n
s Device
(K) (atm)
Tognottti Spherocarb Electro- 670-1670 0.05 2980 0.21
dynamic
Balance 0.20 3070
_________ __ __   _ __ _1.0 3070
Otterbein Vitreous Flow system 770-920 0.025-0.15 3000 0.18
Carbon ..
Philips Graphon Static system 800-950 0.013*10-3 3200 0.22
0.26*10-3
Du Soot TGA 670-890 0.05-1.0 3200 0.27
Arthur Natural Flow System 730-1170 0.05-0.25 6240
Graphite,
Coal char +POC13
Rossberg Electrode Flow system 790-1690 7200
Carbons
9200
CO has been believed to be the primary product of the heterogeneous reaction at
temperatures exceeding 1500K for a long time, and CO2 has been assumed to be formed
by subsequent gas phase reactions. More recent work (Mitchell et al. 1990), however, has
pointed out the need to take CO2 production at the surface into consideration for particle
temperatures less than 1700K in order to explain the observed particle temperature. Our
measurements using an electrodynamic balance show that both CO and CO2 are formed
by heterogeneous reactions. CO2/CO ratio showed an Arrhenius type dependence
according with temperature variation and an activation energy of 5.9 - 6.1 kcal/mol. The
CO2/CO ratio decreases as the temperature increases. Oxygen concentration was varied
and the CO2/CO ratio was found to increase with the 0.21 power of oxygen
concentration. Du (Du et al.1990) studied oxidation of an uncatalyzed carbon and
catalyzed carbon at different temperatures and several oxygen partial pressures. It was
found that both CO and C02 are primary products during carbon oxidation, but they are
generated via different mechanisms. The separate examination of the CO and C02
formation brought new insights about the carbon oxidation. CO formation involves the
reaction at sites with a wide range of activation energies due to the complex structure of
carbon. The rate of CO formation was found to be of fractional order with respect to the
oxygen partial pressure, and to be insensitive to Ca catalysis. The rate of C02 formation
was found to be first order with respect to the oxygen partial pressure and can be
effectively catalyzed by Ca. The observed increase in CO/CO2 ratio with reaction
temperature increase can be explained by the activation energy difference between the
rates of CO and CO2 formation. In general, the apparent activation energy for CO
production is about 35 kcal/mol within the temperature range of 773-873 K, but the
activation energy of CO2 production was found to be 28.6 kcal/mol. Since the CO
production has a stronger dependence on temperature than that of CO2, the CO/CO2 will
increase as the reaction temperature rises.
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The CO/CO2 ratios in a fluidized bed have not been studied as extensively as that
of pulverized coal combustion. Basu (Basu et al., 1975) measured CO/CO2 product ratio
from a batch of anthracite coal particles burning in fluidized and fixed beds of sands at
1123K. A CO/CO2 ration of 0.38 was reported. Prins ( Prins, 1987) studied CO/CO2
ration of graphite particles. He found that CO/CO2 ratio of 0.28 at 1110K and 0.36 at
985K. The particle sizes in his experiments were 3mm to 1.3 cm, and the bed particle size
was 669 gm. He also found that CO oxidation in the emulsion phase or in the free board
is negligible. Both the investigators measured CO and CO2 content of effluent gas stream
by an infrared analyzer.
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1.4 Apparatus and material for a single char
combustion
1.4.1 Electrodynamic balance
The electrodynamic balance has been developed to study single particle kinetics
since the early 80's. The historical basis of this device is originated from the suspension
techniques by Wilson(1903) and Millikan(1911). In MIT, Spjut (Spjut, 1985) and Dudek
(Dudek, 1989) have worked on the electrodynamic balance. A schematic view of an
electrodynamic balance is presented in Fig. 1.1. The electrodynamic balance has three
electrodes, two end caps with DC providing an opposing electric force to gravity and an
AC ring electrode. The combined DC-AC field creates a dynamic electric field which can
hold a particle stably. A photo-diode array and 386 computer provide the position control
system capable of 500Hz sampling frequency. The CO 2 laser beam is splitted and
introduced from the both side of the chamber to minimize photophoretic effects.
Temperature measurement and imaging are made through the side holes. A stainless steel
enclosure can hold pressures up to 25 atm.
The traditional devices such as conventional TGA's, laminar flow furnaces, or
entrained flow reactors have limitations because they can measure only a group of
particles and can not separate the heterogeneous reaction and the gas-phase reaction. The
laser heating method of an electrodynamic balance has an advantage of heating only the
particle itself. The rapid temperature gradient developing surrounding the particle prevent
CO from undergoing further oxidation to CO2 . Due to the rapid quenching ability of CO
oxidation in the gas phase, the electrodynamic balance makes it possible to study a single
particle gas-solid reaction kinetics.
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Fig. 1.1 An overview of electrodynamic balance
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1.4.2 Fluidized bed combustion
Fluidized bed combustion is a relatively new technique for burning coal cleanly
and efficiently. Coal particles constitute less than 5% of the whole bed material. The bed
material is usually between 5x10-4 m and 1x10-3 m long and has a role of conducting
heat to the heat exchanger tubes immersed in the bed and capturing SO2. The size of the
coal particles feed in the fluidized bed combustion is normally between 1 mm and 1 cm
for small scale combustor but may be up to 3 cm in large combustors (La Nauze, 1985).
Typical operating conditions are a bed temperature of between 1023 K and 1223K at
fluidization velocities ranging from 40 cm/s to 4 m/s depending primarily on the size of
the inert bed particle.
1.4.3 Material
Spherocarb is a synthetic char from Analab inc.. This char is believed to be the
activated product of the pyrolysis of an organic binder and pore former. Its highly
spherical nature has been photographed by using SEM. (Hurt, 1987, Waters,1988) Due to
its sphericity, uniformity, and low ash content, Spherocarb has been used as a model char
in many previous studies (Dudek et al., 1988, Waters et al. 1988, Hurt et al., 1988).
Spherocarb is a microporous char with macropore network, and its size is about 177-250
gm (60/80 mesh) with following properties.
Particle density 0.56-0.63 g/cm3
Helium density 2.10-2.15 g/cm3
BET surface area 860-1000 m2 /g
Its ultimate analysis is: 96.84% C, 0.73% H, 2.43% 0, 760PPM ash.
A bituminous coal called Newlands coal was used for fluidized bed combustion
experiments and it has following properties. Its proximate analysis is: 17.44% ash,
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26.49% volatile matter, 56.07% fixed carbon, heating value of 6490 cal/g (with 2.44%
H20). Its ultimate analysis is 17.44% ash, 68.83% carbon, 4.38% hydrogen, 7.71%
oxygen, 1.2% nitrogen, 0.54% sulfur.
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Chapter 2
Modeling of a Temperature Profile
during a Char Combustion
2.1 Theory
The temperature history of carbon particle ignition is important for predicting
carbon consumption rate, CO/C02 ratio, and burning time. Surrounding gas temperature,
particle diameter, and oxygen partial pressure are important parameters affecting the
temperature history. Calculated temperature profiles provide important information for the
purpose of estimating pollutant formation or ash formation during the carbon oxidation
reaction.
The results of Tognotti ( Tognotti, 1990) in Fig.2.1 show the particle temperature
variation including heating, ignition, and extinction in the temperature range from 1000 to
2500K. Bar-ziv (Bar-ziv et al., 1989) also measured the ignition profile of the Spherocarb
particle. Jones (Jones, 1989) simulated the temperature profile of ignition assuming only
heterogeneous reactions. Maloney (Maloney et al., 1990) measured temperature histories
and modeled the temperature profiles below the ignition temperature. He assumed spherical
particle, radial heat flux, incident absorption of heating flux, and uniform distribution of
heating flux over the particle.
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Fig.2. 1 Particle temperature as a function of time
for 100% oxygen under ignition condition.
Our objective is to develop a model to reproduce the major features in the
experimental results. The assumptions made in the model are: (1) uniform temperature
inside the particle, (2) constant ambient gas temperature, (3) power law relationship
between density and diameter. These assumptions enable us to use a simple lumped
parameter model. Heat or mass transfer due to gas phase reaction adjacent to the solid-gas
interface are not considered for this model. The main energy balance is
mCp -t= QabsAcl + rc(-AH)A - hA(Tp-Tm) - EA(Tp4-Tg4) (2.1)P dt
The left hand side represents the temperature change of the particle as the time
changes. The first and second terms of the right hand side represent the heat gain from the
laser and reaction respectively, and third and fourth terms represent heat loss via convective
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and radiative heat transfer. The following sections include the theories and the equations for
each of the parameters and variables.
2.1.1 Intrinsic reaction rate
The intrinsic reaction rate [gC/cm2 s] has been measured by many researchers, but
the differences between the data are large. Furthermore the order of the reaction is
uncertain. We will assume here first order reaction kinetics, because first order intrinsic
reaction order has been shown to be a good choice for the Spherocarb combustion Hurt,
1987).
rs = k sCsX (2.2)
= ksPs (2.3)
where X represents grams of carbon consumed per mole of 02 reacted. This X
can be calculated from XCO*.
X = Mc(1+XCO) (2.4)
where Mc is molecular weight of carbon.
2.1.2 External mass transfer rate
The external mass transfer rate [gC/cm2s] is based on the particle external surface
area. The Nusselt number of the sphere for mass transfer is assumed as 2. The film
temperature** is used to calculate bulk gas diffusivity.
rg = k g(Cb-Cs)X (2.5)
= kg(Pb-Ps) (2.6)
, 
2 Db
kg = d (2.7)
* refer to Section 2.1.3
** Tm= (Tp+Tg), Tg is 298.15 K.
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where d is the diameter of the particle. The factor that comes from Stefan flow is
derived by Graham (Graham, 1990).
f = 1 l+yb(l/v- l ) (2.8)
1/W - 1 l+ys(lq-1 )
where xV is moles of 02 reacted per one mole C consumed, and which is related to
reaction fraction by
XCO
l = 1 - 2 (2.9)
Therefore, the mass transfer coefficient based on oxygen partial pressure is
k gXfm
kg = RTm (2.10)g RTm
2.1.3 Reaction fraction
The concentration ratio of CO2 and CO in the absence of gas phase reaction was
measured by Tognotti. Du (Du et al., 1991) also reported both experimental values of the
CO/C02 ratio and a theoretical analysis based on the activation energy distribution model,
which shows similar temperature dependence. The fraction of oxidation products appearing
as CO is the result of competition between the two reactions. The ratio can be described
empirically by:.
XCO = (1 + APo2nexp(E/RTp))-l (2.11)
where Ao --=0.02 n=0.21 R=1.987 E=6000.
2.1.4 Heat of reaction
We can calculate the heat of reaction [J/g] if we use the reaction fraction, and we
can calculate the temperature dependence of heat of reaction from Cp data of CO and CO2 .
-AH = [(-AHCO) XCO + (-AHCO2)(1-XCO)] 4 .184 /Mc (2.12)
2.1.5 Density and diameter
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The relationship between normalized apparent density and normalized particle
density can be represented as a power law (Waters,1988). Because m= pid, following
6
equations can be derived if we divide the both side with mo = pod0 ·3
P ( ) a d m b(2.13)
o 
(2.13)
a+3b=1 (2.14)
From the experimental results of Spherocarb oxidation (Waters, 1988), the values
of a, b were found to be equal to 0.25.
2.1.6 Surface area
The surface area [cm2 /gC] which is responsible for the reaction is not yet clear.
Micropore surface area measured by CO2 adsorption (Dudek,1989) or BET N2 method are
generally used. The surface area variation during the reaction is available from Dudek
(Dudek, 1989) and also from Waters (Waters, 1988a). These data can be represented by 7-
th order polynomial of conversion to be used in modeling.
Sg=(920.9089+2661.0706*x-27273.1303*x**2+1 12965.3388*x**3
-253322.8987*x**4+312434.9020*x**5-199151.1856*x**6
+51245.1435*x**7)* 104 (2.15)
where 'x' is the conversion of Spherocarb.
2.1.7 Effectiveness factor
In order to calculate the effectiveness factor, we need to know the tortuosity and
porosity as a function of conversion. Here we assume tortuosity to have a constant value of
3 during the reaction. Porosity as a function of conversion can be calculated from the
power law relationship of density to the mass. The Thiele modulus is calculated using the
following equation.
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d pSgksRT
W 6 I/ Dex (2.16)
The mean diffusivity is calculated from bulk gas diffusivity and Knudsen
diffusivity. Then effective diffusivity can be calculated by multiplying the porosity to the
mean diffusivity and dividing it by the tortuosity. The effectiveness factor is calculated
from the following equation.
q= -( -1 ) (2.17)
tanh(3) 3
2.1.8 Overall reaction rate
The overall reaction rate, based on external surface area, rc [gC/cm 2s] is determined
by the relative rate between intrinsic reaction and oxygen transfer. Pore diffusion effects
can be expressed by the effectiveness factor. With the assumption of 1st order reaction, the
overall reaction rate is given as:
rc= P2 (2.18)
(l1kg+6/7ksSgPd)
2.1.9 Convective heat transfer coefficient
We can assume Nu = 2 in the case of a sphere. The convective heat transfer
coefficient can be calculated from the thermal conductivity of gas phase.
h 2 k b (2.19)
The additional convective heat transfer factor coming from Stefan flow was calculated by
Bird et al.(1960) and Waters et al.(1988).
B
fh exp(B)- (2.20)
B =- XCOrcd Cp (2.21)4 MAb
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2.1.10 Emissivity, absorption efficiency, and heating flux
Data on emissivity and absorption efficiency of laser heat flux as a function of
conversion and temperature are not available, A value of 0.85 seems to be most appropriate
based on the available literature. A heating flux of 300W/cm2 was assumed and turned off
when the particle temperature reached 1300K.
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2.2 Negligible internal diffusion limitation case
The major uncertainties in the modeling of Spherocarb ignition are the intrinsic
reaction order and the pore sizes which participate in the reaction. First, we assume 1 st
order reaction kinetics and micropore surface area. If we set the effectiveness factor at a
value of 1.0, which means no diffusion limitation to the micropore, the result is Fig.2.2.
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Fig.2.2 Temperature as a function of time ( Laser turned off at 1300K
1st order i.trinsic reaction. Particle diameter is 180gm.
Effectiveness factor is one. 100% oxygen)
If we compare Fig.2.2 to Fig.2.1, we discover the similarity between the two
curves. The time spent until the ignition occurs does not mean much, because it is hard to
decide when the data acquisition begins in the experiment. The time scale in Fig 2.1 better
represent a relative time scale. It is, therefore, more reasonable to compare the duration of
pseudo steady state burning around the maximum temperature of the particle. The durations
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of steady state burning where most of the carbon consumption occurs are almost the same
in both cases. It is 0.038 second in Fig.2.1 and 0.034 second in Fig.2.2. This means the
carbon consumption rate calculated from the model is close to the experimental value.
The overall reaction rate* versus surface temperature is shown in Fig 2.3. The
overall reaction rate is almost zero in the beginning, and the rate increases rapidly after
temperature passes 1000K. As the surface temperature reaches the maximum particle
temperature, the temperature rises slowly although the reaction rate more than doubles.
Because the overall reaction rate is based on the external surface of the particle, carbon
consumption rate [g/s] (the product of the reaction rate and the external surface area)
increases slowly and so does the maximum temperature.
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Fig.2.3 Overall reaction rate versus surface temperature
( Laser turned off at 1300K. 1st order intrinsic reaction. Particle
diameter is 180gm. Effectiveness factor is one. 100% oxygen)
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There exist a couple of differences we need to consider. The maximum temperature
rise in Fig.2.2 is about 500K higher, and the extinction curve is steeper than what is
observed experimentally. This steep extinction is caused by the total conversion of the
carbon particle. The higher maximum temperature may be due to the underestimation of the
heat loss term. In the experiment there may exist some additional heat loss by 02
disassociation in the high temperature environment. This effect increases the thermal heat
conductivity, and therefore the heat loss. Oxygen begins to disassociate significantly at
temperature as low as 2200K at 1 atm of pressure. Graham (Graham, 1990) calculated the
effective thermal conductivity of mixture of oxygen, and found out the 02 disassociation
increased the conductivity by factors of 2-5.
An effectiveness factor of one was used for Fig.2.2. The use of an effectiveness
factor greater than 0.1 was found necessary to get ignition, which can be explained in two
different ways. First we can adopt Hurt's micrograin idea, which considers the Spherocarb
as a conglomerate of small micrograins. If we assume no oxygen diffusion limitations to
the micrograin, we get an ignition curve similar to the experimental result. We can refine
the analysis to include an effectiveness factor for the intergrain pores and coupled it to the
intragrain effectiveness factor; however, such a model needs more data on macropore
structure.
The other idea which can explain this high effectiveness factor is that only the
macropores* participate in the reaction. Because the macropore surface area is about 1% of
total surface area and the macropore volume fraction is about 0.4, the effectiveness factor
retains the value about 0.1-1.0 which can ignite the particle. The detailed process of
macropore surface area or volume evolution during the reaction is uncertain yet, and needs
to be studied. There is controversy over this surface area issue. Many explanations, like
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* pore size bigger than 100 nm
different reactivity of pores or activated diffusion, have been proposed. The average
diameter of the Spherocarb micropores is of the order of lnm. So, at the temperature of
ignition, it is questionable that oxygen could diffuse freely in the micropores in very short
time available. Maybe the oxygen occurring naturally inside the particle plays a significant
role in the early stage of combustion. The answer to this issue could be acquired through
both simulation and experiment.
Gas phase models which include CO oxidation in the boundary layer (Gas phase
model will be discussed in Chapter 4) will be necessary to study the effects of gas phase
reaction, because the C02 /CO ratio deviates from the pseudo Arrhenius plot due to the
homogeneous reaction of CO after ignition. The heat of reaction of CO oxidation is 66.8
kcal/mol, therefore, the heat feedback to the particle may not be neglected. A standard
kinetic code (including reactions of H, H2 , H 2 0, HO, H02,H 2 0 2 , HCO, CO, C02 , O,
02 ,and N2) will be used to estimate this effect
2.2.1 Effects of oxygen pressure on temperature profile
The oxygen partial pressure has a large effect on the shape of the temperature
profile. Increasing partial pressure reduces combustion time and increases maximum
temperature. Temperature profiles for four different partial pressures are shown in Fig.2.4.
The total combustion time for the 60% oxygen case is more than two times longer than that
of 100% case. Also, the maximum temperature is about 600 K lower than the 100% case.
When the oxygen partial pressure drops to 40 %, the particle can not be ignited after the
laser heating is turned off at 1300K. It is interesting to note that high carbon content char
(low volatile contents) like Spherocarb does not ignite even at this high temperature
(1300K) with moderate oxygen concentration (40%).
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Fig.2.4 Effects of oxygen partial pressure on temperature profile
( Laser turned off at 1300K. lst order intrinsic reaction. Particle
diameter is 180nm. Effectiveness factor is one.)
2.2.2 Effects of particle diameter
Changes in particle diameter do not have a large impact on the maximum
temperature rise, but have a considerable impact on the combustion time. Temperature
profiles calculated for particle diameters of 150, 180 and 210 gm are shown in Fig 2.5. If
we calculate the volume of the particle for each diameter, the combustion time is
approximately proportional to the volume although the other factors like heat and mass
transfer changes due to changes in particle size also play a role in determining the
combustion time.
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Fig.2.5 Effects of particle diameter on temperature profile
( Laser turned off at 1300K. 1 st order intrinsic reaction.
Effectiveness factor is one. 100% oxygen)
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2.3 Macropore with higher reactivity case
As we discussed in Section 2.2, it is still unclear what size of pores are responsible
for the reaction. It is possible two different types of pores have different reactivities. The
structure of Spherocarb has been investigated by others (Waters et. al, 1988a, also by
Hurt, 1987), and most of the internal surface area belongs to the pores less than 1 nm.
Waters showed that oxygen penetration is essentially restricted to surface macropores
during combustion at pulverized fuel combustor conditions. The cumulative pore size
distribution of Spherocarb is shown in Fig.2.6.
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Fig.2.6 Cumulative pore size distribution on volume basis (dashed line)
and on surface basis (solid line), (after d'Amore et. al)
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Based on the hypothesis of a lower reactivity of the micropores, we constrained the
reaction to pores bigger than 10 nm which include the meso and macropores. If we assume
that most of the reactivity of the carbon is coming from these larger pores, the intrinsic
surface reaction rate based on their area should be much higher. The meso and macropore
surface area is less than 1% of the total internal surface area from Fig 2.6.
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Fig.2.7 Temperature profile using macropore with higher reactivity
( Laser turned off at 1350K. 1st order intrinsic reaction. 100% oxygen)
The results of selecting two different percentages of the total surface area are shown
in Fig.2.7. When Smac (the percentage of larger pore surface area) is 0.5%, the profile is
more close to the experimental data better than when it is 1% case. The case of negligible
internal diffusion limitation is also plotted in Fig 2.7. For this value of Smac the porosity of
the larger pores is determined as 0.37 from Fig. 2.6. To keep the apparent reaction rate
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same, the intrinsic reaction rate is obtained by dividing the original intrinsic reaction rate
by Smac. Except for the longer duration of steady state combustion than in the experiment,
the temperature profile for the 0.5% case shows good agreement with experiment. We can
adjust Smac to fit the experimental temperature profile, and the optimum value should be a
little lower than 0.5 %. There is a need for additional studies of the role of internal structure
on carbon reactivity, as the current results suggest that provides possible explanation of the
observed temperature profile during the combustion.
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2.4 Effects of mineral catalyst
The effects of mineral catalyst on the temperature profile has been studied by using
a reaction kinetics model developed by Du (Du et al., 1991). He developed expressions for
the reaction rate of carbon using a continuous site activation energy distribution model for
CO and CO2 reactions. The model gave results for the CO/CO2 ratio that were consistent
with Tognotti's. He further developed the model for catalyzed carbon. There are few sites
that generates CO2 in the uncatalyzed carbon, but these sites can be increased by adding a
mineral catalyst like Ca. The CO/C0 2 ratio decreases significantly by adding Ca even at a
low temperature and can be fitted by following equation.
CO/C0 2 = APO 2nexp(-E/RTp) (2.22)
where A o --=0.28 n=-0.21 E/R=2575.
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Fig.2.8 Effects of Ca on temperature profile
( Laser turned off at 1350K. lst order intrinsic reaction.
Particle diameter is 180Rm. 100% oxygen.)
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The results of adding Ca is therefore to significantly increase CO2 generation and
the maximum temperature, as shown in Fig 2.8. If we consider gas phase reactions, the
maximum temperature will be lower than the predicted value due to 02 disassociation and
other radical generation reactions. The addition of mineral catalyst promotes heterogeneous
C02 formation and raises the particle temperature. However, the duration of the carbon
combustion does not decrease much since mass transfer is limiting in this temperature
range. In other words, the combustion time decreases in proportion to the increase in
oxygen transfer rate to the particle surface, which increases only slightly.
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Fig.2.9 Effects of oxygen partial pressure on temperature profile (with Ca)
( Laser turned off at 1350K.lst order intrinsic
reaction. Particle diameter is 180gm.)
The particle with Ca can be ignited even at 40% of oxygen partial pressure. In
Fig.2.9, the duration of combustion increases to 0.17 second. Increased heterogeneous
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phase C02 formation produce higher heat of reaction, enables the ignition. Further study
about the catalytic effects will be useful for the combustion of natural coal which has much
mineral constituents.
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Chapter 3
Combustion and Temperature Profile
in the Fluidized Bed Reactor
The modeling of the burning temperature of a carbonaceous particle in a fluidized
bed is important, because the particle temperature is a key parameter needed to unravel the
coal combustion mechanism in a fluidized bed. The temperature difference between a
particle and gas is an important factor not only for the operation of a fluidized bed but also
for assessing the formation of pollutants such as NOx and SOx. The adhesive behavior of
ash is also highly sensitive to the particle temperature and can cause the defluidization in the
worst case. Researchers using various techniques to measure the particle temperature have
found particle temperatures up to 260K higher than the bed temperature depending on
oxygen concentration, bed temperature, particle size, etc.. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish a model which can predict the particle temperature profile during the combustion.
Such a model will provide useful information about the optimal operation condition and
minimizing the gaseous pollutants in fluidized bed combustion.
The char combustion model in the previous chapter has been modified to simulate
the combustion behavior in the fluidized bed. Different heat and mass transfer rates should
be applied to calculate the char combustion in the fluidized bed. A model developed by La
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Nauze (La Nauze, 1985) is based on a non-steady state model for the heat and mass
transfer coefficients. The model is good at considering non-steady state heat and mass
transfer in the fluidized bed. However, it neglects the effect of bed particle properties on the
heat and mass transfer to the carbonaceous particle. A heat and mass transfer model
developed by Agarwal (1991) considers the effects of the particle motion inside the bed and
calculates contributions due to gas convection in the bubble and to dense phase transfer in
the emulsion phase according to the particle location. Both transfer models were combined
with the char combustion model to reproduce the experimental results performed by Tullin
(Tullin et al.).
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3.1 Experiment
The experiments were performed in a small quartz fluidized bed reactor
(i.d.=57mm, total height =590mm, height above the quartz frit =387mm) as shown in Fig.
3.1. The detailed procedures of experiment can be found in the literature (C.J. Tullin et
al.). Batch combustion experiments with a bituminous coal were performed in the fluidized
bed of SiO2 sand fluidized with He/02 mixtures. A static bed height was approximately 50
mm. The total volumetric flow rate in the experiment was 2.5 1/min NTP (273K, 1 atm),
which corresponds to a residence time of 3.6-4.0 seconds. Batches of 100-200mg of 4 mm
size coal particles were reacted, and the off-gas composition was monitored as a function of
time using an FTIR analyzer. The concentration profile for each component was measured
and the volatile combustion part was separated. Different oxygen pressures (4-20%) and
bed gas temperatures (1023-1123K) were examined.
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Fig.3.1 Fluidized bed reactor
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3.2 Theory
In this section, theories about the heat and mass transfer in the fluidized bed will be
introduced. Theories other than gas phase heat and mass transfer were mentioned in chapter
two. Because the internal surface area evolution as a function of conversion for the
bituminous coal used in the experiment was not measured, the normalized distribution for
Spherocarb is multiplied by 500 m2 /g and is used for the bituminous coal.
3.2.1 Heat and mass transfer model
Gas convection
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0
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Fig.3.2 Mass transfer of oxygen to the surface of a large particle
To calculate the heat and mass transfer coefficients, we tried two different models.
The non-steady state heat and mass transfer theory is based on the frequency of the renewal
of oxygen at the surface of the particle (La Nauze, 1985). In contrast to earlier models
based on the steady state, this model introduced the idea that the bubbles may play a role in
the heat and mass transfer by moving the burning particle into a fresh oxygen environment.
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They proposed that the total mass transfer of oxygen to the burning particle is made up of:
(1) the mass transfer induced by bubble motion from aggregates of particles containing
fresh gas, the particle convective component, and (2) the mass transfer of gas percolating
through the bed at the minimum fluidizing condition, the gas convective component. The
theory assumes non-steady state transfer of the gas to the gas-solid interface where the gas
is being replaced at a characteristic frequencyf.
f =f, +fp= + Ub (3.1)e, d d
The characteristic frequencyf is composed offg , the gas convective component, andfp the
particle convective component. The mass transfer coefficient and the convective heat
transfer coefficient can be represented as followings.
kg= 2 D E 4DTf fjt f 2 (3.2)h=2 + (4k2f33hk-- +k, (3.3)d ra, 
The experimental observation of Nienow et al. (1978) indicates that a circulation
pattern is set up due to the slow sinking of the particles in the downward motion in the
dense phase and a upward short ride by the bubbles as shown in Fig.3.3.
A model developed by Agarwal (Agarwal,1991) calculates the mean heat transfer
coefficient in the fluidized bed by adding up each contribution of gas convective and
particle convective component. These terms are multiplied by the probability calculated
from the residence time of the particle stayed in each phase.
The average heat transfer coefficient can be approximated by the following.
h = P' h,. + (P- P' )h,,d + h, + (1- p)hb (3.4)
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Fig.3.3 Particle motion in the fluidized bed
The probability that the particle is in the emulsion phase during one whole
circulation is p, and the probability that it is in the emulsion phase during its rise is denoted
as p'.
P = UB (3.5)
UB + UD
p, (UB - UR)UD (3.6)
(U + UD )(UR + UD )
The average rise velocity UR [m/s] can be calculated from following equation.
UR = 0.19(Uo - U,,) 2 (3.7)
The average descending velocity of an active particle in the emulsion phase is
UD = aebUB (3.8)1-b- aeb
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UD*
r
UB
I F
,where a is the wake fraction, assumed to have a value of 1/3 for the present
calculations. Eb is the bubble fraction which can be calculated from
U- U 
Eb U. ZUf (3.9)
UB + 2U,,
A particle convective heat transfer coefficient when the particle rises during its
circulation is
ha {kP +0.5 C i. (3.10)
A particle convective heat transfer coefficient when the particle moves down during
its circulation is
Fd 0( rXod.5
hpc,d= U k5 pC,) . (3.11)
A gas convective heat transfer coefficient when the particle is in the emulsion phase
is
hc = 'd' 2k' + 0.693 (Re, pr) 3 1 (- ) Re) rN (3.12)
A gas convective heat transfer coefficient when the particle is in the bubble phase is
(+ Re Pr) 1- 3 -1 C" 1 3 2 1/31
hbu = 2 +0.693 (1Re Pr)1/3 Do (Reb)2/ r1 . (3.13)
Detailed equations for evaluating the parameters in the particle and gas convective
heat transfer coefficients can be found in the literature. (Linjewile and Agarwal, 1990)
The Sherwood number can be estimated from the summation of the contributions
from the emulsion phase and the bubble phase.
Sh= = pSh + (1- p)Sh, (3.14)D
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Shb={2+0.693 ( RebSC)1 3 C (Re )213SC13 (3.15)
Sh= {2 D Az +0.693(1 +Re, SC)"3 l(CDE) (.1 Re )23SC3} (3.16)
DA (Re, Sc) 3 -f
3.2.2 Temperature gradient inside particle
One fundamental question to be answered before modeling the temperature profile
of a coal burning in the fluidized bed is whether there exist a considerable temperature
gradient inside particle or not. We can easily check the uniform temperature assumption by
using the analytic method developed by Finlayson* (Finlayson, 1980).
The temperature difference between the center and the surface of the particle can be
represented by
T(O) - T(R) = f3{C(R) - C(O)) (3.17)
,where f3 is dimensionless heat of reaction.
= (-AH)CD(3.18)kT,
If 1 is small enough, the assumption of uniform temperature inside the particle is
acceptable. The thermal conductivity for the char varies according to the char property, but
it's in the range of 0.04-0.002 J/cm.s.K. If we calculate the value of A, it is in the order of
10-3-1 0-4 which is small enough to validate the uniform temperature assumption inside the
particle.
* pp 79-83
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3.3 Modeling results
The coal used in the experiment was a bituminous coal called Newland coal. It has
an ash content of about 20% of the total nonvolatile matter. Considering the fact that the ash
is usually composed of mineral matters that are heavy, it is reasonable to assume that the
ash does not occupy significant volume. It is also assumed that the ash at the particle
surface is removed by the rigorous contacts between the coal and the bed particles.
Therefore, the heat and mass transfer to the particle do not change much with changing ash
content. However, the heat generation will be lower than that of the pure carbon
combustion, and the temperature profile will be affected. In the experiment, the volatile
combustion occurred first, and the residual char reacted subsequent to the depletion of
volatiles. The char conversion was calculated by measumlng all the carbon containing gas
products and calculating their balances. The earlier volatile combustion part was excluded
by the time resolving method (Tullin et al.,1993). In this section, the heat and mass transfer
models in the fluidized bed will be applied to predict the temperature profile during the char
combustion by using a pure carbon assumption.
3.3.1 Burning time, and intrinsic reaction kinetic parameters
(using La Nauze's model)
Fig.3.4 shows a typical temperature and conversion curve during reaction. The
calculations are for a first order intrinsic reaction and 8% oxygen partial pressure. The
shape of temperature profile depends on the diameter of the particle, the oxygen partial
pressure, and the surrounding gas temperature. For the conditions used in the experiment,
the particle temperature rises suddenly in a short time period (initial temperature rise), then
decreases slowly at a low conversion (pseudo steady state). After the conversion reaches
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about 0.9, the particle temperature falls steeply as the particle approaches complete
conversion (steep temperature drop).
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Fig.3.4 Temperature profile and conversion curve
(8% oxygen partial pressure, 1st order intrinsic reaction,
surrounding gas temperature of 1023 K, diameter = 4 mm)
The conversion increases very steadily until 0.9 and after that the conversion slowly
increases toward unity. Increasing oxygen partial pressure increases the initial temperature
rise (AT), so does increasing the surrounding gas temperature. The particle temperature
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will decrease or further increase after the initial temperature rise toward the maximum
particle temperature depending on the conditions. The relative magnitude of heat generation
and heat loss determines the shape of the carbon oxidation which depends on the particle
diameter and the surrounding gas temperature.
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Fig.3.5 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(First order intrinsic reaction, Tg=1023 K, dp-4 mm)
Modeling the conversion curves of different oxygen partial pressures can be used to
find out the actual intrinsic reaction order. The first order reaction coefficient of 305exp(-
42/RT) (Smith, 1978) was used in Fig.3.5. The use of the first order intrinsic reaction
predicts a broader spectrum of conversion curves as the oxygen partial pressure changes.
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The different activation energies of 36 and 20 kcal/mol were used to see the effect of the
activation energy in Fig.3.6 and Fig.3.7, and the pre-exponential factors were adjusted to
produce the same reaction rate at the pseudo-steady state combustion temperature of 8%
oxygen partial pressure. Changing the activation energy only does not have a profound
effect on the combustion times. Using a lower activation energy produces a narrower
spectrum of conversion curves, which are not narrow enough to follow the changes of
different oxygen partial pressures. This means that the initial temperature rise changes due
to the different oxygen partial pressure are larger than they should be, that suggests the
need to use a lower oxygen intrinsic reaction order.
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Fig.3.6 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(First order intrinsic reaction, Ea=33 kcal, Tg=1023 K, dp=--4 mm)
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Fig.3.7 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(First order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal, Tg=1023 K, dp-4 mm)
Fig.3.8 shows results for a zero intrinsic reaction order case. The conversion
curves of the experiments and the modeling for oxygen partial pressure from 2% to 20% at
1073K are shown. The activation energy used for the modeling was 20 kcal/mol. Using the
zero intrinsic reaction rate produces conversion curves narrower than the experimental
conversion curves.
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Fig.3.8 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(Zero order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal,
Ao=4.8*10 -4, Tg=1073 K, dp=4 mm)
The use of the half order intrinsic reaction and an activation energy of 20 kcal/mol
shows a good agreement between the calculated and experimental results in Fig.3.9. The
activation energy of a char is highly dependent on char characteristics and structures, and
the mineral impurities in the char. Usually the char obtained from a low rank coal exhibit a
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higher activation energy than that obtained from a high rank coal. There exists a wide range
of activation energies for the carbon-oxygen reaction in the literature ranging from 4
kcal/mol to 80 kcal/mol. The review by Smith (Smith, 1980) showed that the apparent
activation energy for coal chars (size 13-89 gm) is in the range of 16-34 kcal/mol and the
apparent order of reaction is between 0.5 and 1. The activation energy of petroleum coke
varies from 15 to 42 kcal/mol and the intrinsic reaction order is close to 0.5. Because the
size of the particle affects the activation energy and the order of reaction, the values for the
pulverized coal particles can not be used directly for the coal used in the fluidized bed but
can be used as reference.
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Fig.3.9 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(Half order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal, Ao=0.35, Tg= 1073 K, dp-4 nnm)
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Because there are particle-particle variations and experimental error, we need more data to
determine the exact reaction rate coefficient and reaction order. However, a half order
intrinsic reaction, a pre-exponential factor of 0.35, and an activation energy of 20 kcal/mol
are suitable values to represent Newland char combustion in the fluidized bed combustion
in this temperature range.
There exists a tendency of a reduced reaction rate in the experimental results
especially with low oxygen concentration, as the particle approaches a high conversion.
The discrepancy between the modeling and experimental curves at the high conversion may
be due to the effect of decreasing reactivity during the reaction by graphitization at high
burn out (Hurt, 1993). The loss of reactivity seems to be proportional to the length of time
the particle stayed in the reactor. For the 2% experimental case, we can observe the slope
of conversion is changing at a relatively low conversion. This is contrary to the steady
conversion behavior for a high oxygen concentration case. Because the total conversion
time for 2% is about 2500 sec (more than 40 min), the carbon particle may have enough
time to suffer physical or chemical structure changes affecting its reactivity. Further studies
will verify this effect in carbon oxidation reaction.
3.3.2 Temperature profile and excess temperature (using
Agarwal's model)
A more sophisticated heat and mass transfer model developed by Agarwal was used
to better describe the combustion behavior of the char particle. Each component of the mean
heat transfer coefficient is calculated by Eq.3.10-13 to determine their relative
contributions. The results for conditions of 8% oxygen partial pressure, 4 mm particle size,
and a surrounding gas temperature of 1073 K are shown in Fig.3.10. The magnitude of the
each component is in the order of hpc,u, hpc,d, hgc, and hbub. However, if we multiply
the probability term to the component, the relative contribution of the each component is in
the order of (p-p') *hpc,d, p'*hpc,u, p*hgc, and (1-p)*hbub. The probability that a
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particle is in the emulsion phase during one whole circulation, p, is 0.92, and the
probability that it is in the emulsion phase during its rise, p, is 0.27 at these conditions.
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Fig.3.10 Mean heat transfer coefficient and components of
heat transfer coefficients in the fluidized bed
(Half order intrinsic reaction, P 02= 8%, Tg=1073 K, dp=4 mm)
Nusselt and Sherwood numbers from the model are calculated as a function of
conversion in Fig.3.11. Sherwood number is about 0.8, which means that the external
mass transfer to the particle surface is limited by the bed particles which are smaller than the
char particle. On the contrary, the Nusselt number is high, because the small size bed
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particles enhance the heat removal from the particle by making the contact to the particle
surface easier.
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Fig.3.11 Sherwood and Nusselt number in the fluidized bed
(Half order intrinsic reaction, P 02= 8%, Tg=1073 K, dp=4 mm)
The half order intrinsic reaction, of oxygen with carbon the pre-exponential factor
of 0.39, and the activation energy of 20 kcal/mol were used in Fig.3.12. The surrounding
gas temperature was 1073 K. The results at 1123 K and 1023 K are shown in Fig.3.13 and
Fig.3.14. Despite a small discrepancy at 1023 K, these values seem to be reasonable at this
temperature range (1023-1123 K), and the oxygen partial pressures (2-20%). The heat
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transfer coefficient calculated by this model is higher than the value predicted by Eq.3.3.
That is why we need higher pre-exponential factor of 0.39 to fit the data. Therefore, the
initial temperature rise is smaller than the value predicted by La Nauze's model.
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Fig.3.12 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(Half order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal, Ao=--0.39, Tg=1073 K, dp=4 mm)
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Fig.3.13 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(Half order intrinsic reaction, Ea=2 0 kcal, Ao=0.39, Tg=l 123 K, dp=4 mn)
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Fig.3.14 Conversion curves at different oxygen partial pressure
(Half order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal, Ao=0.39, Tg=1023 K, dp4 mm)
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The temperature profiles of different oxygen partial pressures at 1073K are shown
in Fig.3.15. At low oxygen partial pressure - 2% case- the initial temperature rise is
negligible. The initial temperature rise is approximately proportional to the oxygen partial
pressure, and the slope is 300 K/atm at 1073K.
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Fig.3.15 Temperature profiles of different oxygen partial pressures
(Half order intrinsic reaction, Ea=20 kcal, Ao=0.39, Tg=1073 K, dp=4 mm)
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The excess temperatures (the difference between the maximum particle temperature
and the surrounding gas temperature, Tmax-Tg) for different oxygen partial pressures and
surrounding gas temperatures are shown in Fig.3.16. The excess temperature increases as
the oxygen partial pressure and the surrounding gas temperature increase, and it is as big as
83 K at 21% and 1123 K.
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Fig.3.16. Excess temperature as a function of surrounding
gas temperature with different oxygen partial pressures
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3.3.3 Effects of fluidized bed conditions
The particle size, the superficial velocity, and other fluidized bed combustion
conditions will effect the temperature profile and the burning time of a char particle. The
bed particle size used in our experiments was 180 gm. The excess temperature of char
particles of 1-6 mm size are calculated to see the effect of the particle size in Fig.3.17. The
excess temperature keeps increasing as the particle size grows, but the magnitude of the
increase is decreasing. At an higher oxygen partial pressure of 20%, the temperature rise is
greater and its dependence on particle size is steeper than those at 8%.
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Fig.3.17 Excess temperature vs. particle diameter (Tg= 1073K)
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Two opposing factors exist as the particle size increases. The positive factor is the
increased reaction rate due to the bigger particle size, and the negative one is the higher heat
transfer rate due to the size difference between the char particle and the bed particle. Sh and
Nu numbers decrease as the conversion approaches one as shown in Fig.3.11, which
means that a bigger particle has higher a Sh number. Because the external mass transfer is
limiting in the fluidized bed combustion condition, the higher Sh number for the bigger
particle size means the higher reaction rate. If the additional heat loss from the increase in
the particle size is bigger than the heat gain from the increased external oxygen transfer rate,
the excess temperature of the particle can decreases as the particle size increases.
Why Sh & Nu increases as the particle size increases? Although the plot of 'Sh &
Nu number in the fluidized bed' was made after calculations of complex equations, the
import factor determining the Sherwood number is the increased Re (=Ud/v) and the one
determining the Nu is the reduced contact resistance. (which decreases as the ratio of bed
particle size to the char particle size decreases)
The effect of superficial velocity on the excess temperature is calculated in
Fig.3.18. As the superficial velocity increases, the excess temperature drops due to the
increased heat transfer. It approaches to a asymptotic value as the superficial velocity
increases.
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Fig.3.18 Excess temperature vs. superficial velocity
(d= 4mm, 1073K, 8% 02)
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Chapter 4
Modeling of CO Oxidation
in the Gas Phase
CO and CO 2 are found to be the two most important primary products of the
heterogeneous reaction. CO will be further oxidized to C0 2 by the subsequent reactions.
There are two possibilities of the location where the additional C02 generation occurs: One
is in the macro or meso pores inside the char particle, and the other is in the gas phase.
Because the energy balance of the particle is changed according to the location of CO
oxidation, it is important to determine where the CO oxidation happens. Modeling of gas
phase reaction around the burning particle has been a difficult problem due to several
reasons including high temperatures, complex coupling between the partial differential
equations, and high degree of numerical stiffness. Until recently, most of the modeling
studies assume quasi-steady state, constant gas thermodynamic and transport properties,
and global reaction kinetics.
Amundson and his coworkers (Sundaresan et al.,1981) calculated CO oxidation as
a function of temperature, particle size, and water vapor concentration. The water vapor in
the gas phase participate in the combustion through carbon-steam reaction and by
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accelerating homogeneous oxidation in the boundary layer. They found that small particles
(diameter smaller than 200 gm) benefit very little from the presence of the water vapor,
while for big particles there is significant increase in the combustion rate and CO oxidation
in the boundary layer. The weak points of their results are using of global kinetics for CO
oxidation and neglecting any reaction in the pores. They used the quasi-steady-state
assumption and the average heat capacity of the gas mixture and the solid for modeling.
Essenhigh (Kurylko et al., 1973) calculated the effect of the reaction inside the particle but
they considered a much larger particle of a size of the order of one centimeter. They
developed a finite-element model to simulate combustion behavior, and showed that more
CO burned in the boundary layer at higher temperatures and the temperature profile was
highly dependent upon the penetration of the reacting gases. Mitchell (Mitchell et al., 1990)
used the correct complete reaction set, and concluded that the CO oxidation in the boundary
layer for their condition (gas temperature 1500-1700K, oxygen partial pressure 12% or
less) could be neglected. They found that a simple one film reaction model was applicable
for particles in the condition of pulverized-coal combustor, but they also neglected the
reaction in the pores. Cho and coworkers (Cho et al. 1992, Lee et al., 1993) suggested a
general approach to the carbon combustion problem. The moving boundary has been
treated by the density coordinate transformation. Unlike the usual assumptions made in the
previous modeling, e.g., steady state, some constant values of thermal properties, and
selective set of gas phase reactions, they tried to develop a general model which is
applicable to many problems. But the assumption of surface reaction may not be suitable
for the non-diffusion limited case (low surface temperature or when macro or mesopores
are responsible for the heterogeneous reaction), where the oxygen penetrates into the entire
particle. The surface reaction mechanism they used for the calculation is 5 step mechanism
proposed by Bradley, which lacks the reaction producing C02 and produce lower carbon
consumption rate. They varied the ambient gas temperature and used dry oxygen and 1 %
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water concentration. They found that only moist-air enhanced the CO oxidation in the gas
phase.
In this model, we use a fully time-dependent approach to model the dynamic
behavior of gas phase reactions. Galerkin finite elements method is employed to resolve the
spatial discretization. By incorporating all elementary reactions and species and using the
time dependent approach, this modeling study will predict the gas species and the
temperature distributions in the gas phase around the particle and will accomplish more
accurate understanding about CO2 formation during char combustion.
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4.1 Theory
4.1.1 Governing equations
The problem of interest is modeling of gas phase reactions around a single char
particle. The carbon consumption rate is calculated from the temperature profile model
introduced earlier in chapter two. The total combustion time of the model was almost the
same as that of the experimental result. That means the carbon consumption rate calculated
by the model is close to the actual carbon consumption rate. Because more than 90% of
carbon consumption occurs at the quasi-steady state burning temperature, most of the gas
phase reactions take place at this particle surface temperature. The C02 /CO ratio measured
by the experiment is the summation of generations at all the temperatures during the
reaction. It is reasonable to assume that the C0 2 /CO ratio measured experimentally
represents the C0 2 /CO ratio at the quasi-steady state burning temperature, because most of
the carbon consumption happens at this temperature. Therefore, we can calculate
experimental measurements of C0 2/CO ratio with less than 10% error by giving the
pseudo-steady state burning temperature and carbon consumption rate as boundary
conditions. Here we assume the constant particle diameter when we calculate CO2/CO ratio
from the gas phase reaction. During the reaction the particle diameter shrinks, and this
makes less CO2 in a real situation. Before reaching the steady state burning temperature,
there is more CO2 from the heterogeneous reaction at lower temperatures than that of
higher temperatures. These two effects have opposite influences on CO2/CO ratio and
mitigate the effect of shrinking particle. Also, spherocarb exhibit a relatively constant
diameter burning until the end of reaction (Waters,1988). For example, the particle
diameter is 74% of the original value when the conversion reaches 70%.
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The governing equations for conservation of species and energy are one
dimensional and time dependent. The geometry is that the char particle, located at the left
side of the model domain, is in contact with reactive gas species of infinite thickness. All
the detailed multi-component gas phase diffusions and reactions are considered. Because
the case of uniform pressure is considered here, the momentum equation is satisfied
trivially and the radial velocity is calculated from the continuity equation. The governing
equations for species, energy, and overall mass balance in the gas phase are as follows:
(i) Conservation equation for species i
dYi dY, d (r2p YV)+ (41)Pg + PgVr i r 2. (4.1)
(ii) Energy balance equation for the gas phase
_T dT 1d T n
pC ,g+ PgcpV gvr(rL b -P. Vi C , ipc,,8 a9t +p dgrv r r2 dr p r -)-p ,(ivic )
n (4.2)
i=l
(iii) Conservation equation for mass
+ 1 d (r ) = 4.3)
dt rdr Pg r (4.3)
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4.1.2 Galerkin finite elements method
To calculate the spatial dependence of temperature and concentration, it is necessary
to use a numerical method capable of spatial discretization. Among many methods Galerkin
finite elements method is well established for solving partial differential equations. Detailed
theories are available in the literature (Finlayson, 1980, and Johnson, 1987).
First we need to define basis functions. The space domain will be divided by N
elements, and N+1 basis functions can be defined as in Fig.4.1. These functions have a
value of one at each node, but are zero at the other nodes. The trial function is compose of a
linear combination of these basis function. For higher accuracy, we can use higher order
basis functions. Here, linear basis functions will be used for the simplicity and faster
computation time.
N+1
T(r)= Tk(k (r) (4.4)
k=1
N+1
Ye(r)= E Yk(r) (4.5)
k=l
By multiplying the basis function to the residual equation after substituting these
trial functions to it and integrating the residual equation, we can get simple tridiagonal
matrices. During the integration, natural boundary conditions (flux boundary condition) can
be easily incorporated. Essential boundary conditions can be added by changing conditions
at the specific node to satisfy boundary condition.
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Fig.4. 1 Linear basis functions
4.1.3 Stiffness matrices
Based on the governing equations and the Galerkin finite elements method we can
construct tridiagonal matrices. Matrices for species conservation equation are
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-1 0
O
( ) N+1
=-AYi +B
where A = PVr o do r2dr - pVdr
dR I r 2 dr
r dr
B = Ri kOlr 2dr and
MP- Pg
(4.8)
k l'r 2 dr (4.9)
Boundary conditions for 02, CO, and C02 should be considered at the solid-gas interface.
The term of pv,],=R Ro2 is added to the diagonal element of A and R 2*flux is added to
the corresponding element of residual vector. The values for the flux of 02, CO, C02 are
4 7 11
rc (f,,o - 2), r fo, and r (1-fo)3 3 for an energy conservation equation is3
A matrix for an energy conservation equation is
M-= -AT+Bdt - (4.10)
where - = P(VrCp,g + E YiViCp,i) Rj1
drk
dr
2dr + gJR
r 9~~~~~
dd_ ID' r2dr
dr dr
B =-(RiHi) 4kDlr2dr and (4.11) (4.12)
M = PgCp,g 2dr
R0 (4.13)
Essential boundary conditions can be incorporated by setting a diagonal element as
one, and changing the corresponding value of the residual vector to the essential condition
value.
Boundary conditions at R=Ro for the mass fractions and the temperature are
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dYi
-dt (4.6)
(4.7)
Yi = Y. (4.14)
T= T (4.15)
During the process of partial integration of Eq(4.1) and Eq(4.2), we need to
evaluate terms like following.
f (T(r),Yi (r)) * ai (r)i(DiJr2dr (4.16)
To solve the problem, it is essential to evaluate these terms. The difficulty is,
however, thatf(r) is highly dependent on the temperature and the mass fraction of each
species. We can usually use the nodal value of f(r) and integrate the equation. If the
temperature and mass fraction distribution are given by initial guesses, f (r) can be
calculated at each nodal point and new Yi(r), T(r) can be calculated. New values of Yi(r),
T(r) will be used to update f(r).
Iff (r) represents a reaction term, it needs special consideration due to the
exponential dependence on temperature. If a linear combination of temperature or mass
fraction is used to represent nodal value of reaction rate, the whole integration simplifies to
be following by using the fact that only k (rk) = 1.
N
R(E ai (r)diD) * ir2dr
i=l
N N
= E R( oai (rk )i (rk )) k * Ojr2dr
k=l i=1
N
= J|R(ak (rk ))k * ir 2dr
k=l (4.17)
This interpolation approach not only proved to be convenient but also gave numerical
results that appear to be consistent with the behavior that would be expected.
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4.1.4 Diffusion velocity
The diffusion velocity Vi is calculated by following.
1 dXi DT dT
V5 =--D.= (4.18)V i Dim dr pYiT dr
There are two ways of calculating multi-component diffusion coefficient Dim . One
is mixture-average formulation based on the binary diffusion coefficient, and the other is
using ordinary multi-component diffusion coefficients.
1-Yl
Dim K X /D (4.19)
D MjDijVXj
im MVXi (4.20)
A problem with mixture averaged formulation is that it is not well defined if the
mixture goes to a pure species. To satisfy the constraint of K Viyi = 0, a corrective term
Vc defined by Vc = -. l VYj is used. And updated value of Vi satisfying the restriction
condition is obtained by Vi (new) = Vi (old)+Vc. An alternative approach can be used if
one species is present in excess. An excess component mass fraction is computed simply
by subtracting the sum of the remaining mass fractions from one.
Because it has a differential term, the formulation of the diffusion velocity reduces
the order of the differential equation from second to first. When we solve the equations,
we first evaluate the diffusion velocities from an initial guess of the mass fractions and
temperature distribution. Then the diffusion velocities are updated from the computed
values. If we can neglect the thermal diffusion related term, the structure of the stiffness
matrices reduces to the form which is similar to the one from energy conservation equation.
Because this thermal diffusion effect is not negligible if the temperature gradient is
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substantial, it is necessary to include this term for this case. An alternative is to use the Eq
4.18 to calculate the diffusion velocity which is needed for the energy balance equation and
to evaluate the each term in Eq. 4.18 separately when it is used for the species conservation
equation.
4.1.5 Adaptive mesh refinement
It has some advantages to start the iteration on coarse meshes. The most important
benefit is the reduced computation time. For example, the computation time of using 20
mesh points is less than half the time of using 40 mesh points. However it requires more
iterations and sometimes fails to converge if coarse meshes are used. As the time
progresses, the reaction front moves from the particle surface to the outside due to the gas
phase reaction. Where finer meshes are required to resolve the steep gradient, the position
of the steep gradient changes with iteration. Therefore, it is necessary to redefine the mesh
points from time to time according to changes in gradient of the major dependent variables.
The adaptive placement of the mesh points to form the finer meshes and to remove
unnecessary meshes is done in such a way that the total number of meshes used to
represent the solution accurately is minimized. The maximum and the minimum variation
of the major dependent variable, which is usually the temperature, are set at values to
restrict a sudden change in temperature and to prevent the instability caused by that
disturbance.
5min(Tml-Tmin ) < T+ -Ti < 6MX(Tax -ax - Tin) (4.21)
To resolve the curvature of the solution, the maximum variation of the variable's
derivatives between the mesh points is set.
dr )i+1 (dr )i 1 dr 4.22
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If the inequalities are not satisfied, the new meshes are added or the redundant meshes are
removed. And if the new meshes are inserted, the interpolated values using the linear basis
functions are used for the intermediate solutions.
4.1.6 Modeling approach
For purposes of calculating of thermodynamic and transport properties including
specific heat, enthalpy, multi-component diffusion coefficient, thermal diffusion coefficient
and thermal conductivity, it is necessary to develop subroutines to calculate these. But there
exist well built libraries for this purpose in the CHEMKIN II and TRANSPORT available
from Sandia National Laboratory.
The integration of a set of differential-algebraic equations after Galerkin finite
elements methods are performed using DASSL, a package from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory. This package uses a combination of Backwara Differentiation
Formula methods, which is known to be a very stable and efficient implicit integration
method.
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4.2 Experimental measurement of C02/CO
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Fig.4.3 C0 2 /CO ratio as a function of inverse temperature for 100% oxygen
for dry gas and in the presence of 3.5 mol % water
The recent work of Tognotti (Tognotti et al. 1990) found that the CO2 formed by
heterogeneous reactions by measuring the CO2/CO ratio for a dry oxidant stream. The
results showed an Arrhenius type temperature dependence according with an activation
energy of 5.9 - 6.1 kcal/mol. Tognotti varied the oxygen concentration and found the
C02/CO ratio to increase with the 0.21 power of oxygen concentration. The value for Ea/R
at 100% oxygen partial pressure is 3070 and the pre-exponential factor is 0.02 in Table
1.1. The C0 2 /CO ratio decreases as the temperature went up as we can seen in Fig.4.3.
This ratio increases suddenly after a threshold temperature of 2000 K, because of the
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additional CO oxidation in the boundary layer or pores as the temperature goes above the
threshold temperature. That the CO oxidation occurred in the gas phase was confirmed by
showing that the addition of water vapor to catalyze the gas phase oxidation reaction
resulted in a decrease in the threshold temperature.
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4.3 Modeling results
4.3.1 Elementary gas phase reaction mechanism
To model gas phase reaction, 28 elementary reactions and 12 species were
considered. Reaction kinetics data were from Yetter et al. (Yetter et al., 1991).
[Table 4.1] Reaction mechanism rate coefficients (units are mole/cm 3, sec, K, cal/mol)
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(k = A T**b exp(-E/RT))
REACTIONS CONSIDERED A b E
1. CO+O+M=C02+M 2.51E+13 0.0 -4540.0
2. CO+O2=C02+O 2.51E+12 0.0 47690.0
3. CO+OH=CO2+H 1.51E+07 1.3 -765.0
4. CO+HO2=CO2+OH 6.03E+13 0.0 22950.0
5. H+02=OH+O 1.91E+14 0.0 16440.0
6. O+H2=OH+H 5.13E+04 2.7 6290.0
7. OH+H2=H20+H 2.14E+08 1.5 3430.0
8. O+H20=OH+OH 1.23E+04 2.6 -1878.0
9. H+02+M=HO2+M 6.76E+19 -1.4 0.0
10. H+HO2=H2+02 6.61E+13 0.0 2130.0
11. H02+H=OH+OH 1.70E+14 0.0 870.0
12. O+HO2=02+OH 1.74E+13 0.0 -400.0
13. OH+HO2=H20+02 1.45E+16 -1.0 0.0
14. H2+M=H+H+M 4.57E+19 -1.4 104380.0
15. O+O+M=02+M 6.17E+15 -0.5 0.0
16. O+H+M=OH+M 4.68E+18 -1.0 0.0
17. H+OH+M=H20+M 2.24E+22 -2.0 0.0
18. H02+HO2=H202+02 3.02E+12 0.0 1390.0
19. H202+M=OH+OH+M 1.20E+17 0.0 45500.0
4.3.2 Low surrounding gas temperature with water vapor
The first question is why the C02/CO ratio at 1250 K increased suddenly by adding
water vapor. Is it really due to the gas phase CO oxidation as Tognotti claimed?
First, we set up conditions to calculate the CO oxidation at low particle surface
temperature with water vapor in the bulk gas. The temperature profile model developed in
the chapter two was used to calculate the carbon consumption rate at a given surface
temperature. The bulk gas temperature was constant during the reaction, and the value was
298.15 K. The particle surface temperature of 1250 K was used to compare the calculated
results with the experimental measurements. The initial conditions of the simulation were:
the initial mass fractions of 02 and H2 0 were the same as the bulk mass fractions of
them, CO and CO2 mass fluxes at the particle surface were calculated form the CO2 /CO
ratio of heterogeneous reactions. The temperature and mass fraction distribution curves are
shown in Fig.4.4. In the figure, where the curves begin in the left side represents the
particle surface. The particle radius is 0.009 cm. To represent the region near the particle
surface well, where the most of the changes happen, the values of radial coordinates from
0.009 to 0.1 cm are shown in the figure. In the calculation, an outer boundary condition
100 times the radius of the particle is used. The mass fractions of CO and C0 2 are not
much affected by the gas phase reaction, nor is the temperature profile.
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20. H202+H=H20+OH 1.OOE+13 0.0 3590.0
21. H202+H=H02+H2 4.79E+13 0.0 7950.0
22. H202+0=OH+H02 9.55E+06 2.0 3970.0
23. H202+OH=H20+H02 7.08E+12 0.0 1430.0
24. HCO+M=H+CO+M 1.86E+17 -1.0 17000.0
25. HCO+02=H02+CO 4.17E+12 0.0 0.0
26. HCO+H=CO+H2 7.24E+13 0.0 0.0
27. HCO+O=OH+CO 3.02E+13 0.0 0.0
28. HCO+OH=CO+H20 3.02E+13 0.0 0.0
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Fig.4.4 Temperature and mass fraction distribution
(Tp=1250K, rc--0.005gC/cm 2s, 3.5 wt% H20, t = 1 ms)
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Fig.4.5 C02 and CO mass fraction distribution as a function of time
(Tp=1250K, rc=0.005gC/cm2 s, 3.5 wt% H20)
The calculated mass fraction distributions of CO and C0 2 as a function of time are
shown in Fig.4.5. The CO and C0 2 mass fractions keep increasing fast toward a steady
state value as the time progresses. After about one milli-second the values of mass fractions
approach the steady state value. The results of Tognotti's experiment show that
considerable CO oxidation occurs at 1250 K and the resulting C0 2 /CO ratio is about 0.8.
This additional C02 was believed to be generated from the gas phase reaction.
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Fig.4.6 CO2/CO ratio as a function of time
(Tp=1250K, rc=0.005gC/cm2 s, 3.5 wt% H20)
To calculate the amount of CO2 generation from the gas phase reaction, we
calculated the time change of CO2/CO ratio at r = Ro+do . The C0 2 /CO ratio as a function
of time is shown in Fig.4.6. The modeling results show that CO2/CO ratio of mass
fraction is 0.42 at its steady state. This correspond to 0.267 in mole fraction ratio. The
C02 /CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction at 1250K is 0.233. This calculation suggest
that there is a very little CO oxidation in the gas phase and that most of CO2 is from the
heterogeneous reaction. About 2.7% of CO was converted to CO2 . The water vapor is
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known to have a significant effect to enhance gas phase reaction, but there is no significant
CO oxidation at this particle size of 180 gm and the surface temperature of 1250 K. The
particle diameter is too small to have a significant gas phase CO oxidation even with the
water vapor and the steep temperature gradient quenches the gas phase reaction. The water
vapor is believed to react directly with carbon and the high CO2/CO ratio measured by the
experiment was due to the enhanced CO2 production in the heterogeneous reaction.
4.3.3 High surrounding gas temperature without water vapor
The role of hydrogen containing species is known to be critical to CO oxidation.
The case of 100% oxygen without water vapor is calculated for a surface temperature of
2500K to see how much CO oxidation can occur without water vapor. The mass fraction
distributions of CO and CO2 as a function of time are shown in Fig.4.7. Both CO and CO2
are increasing to steady state values as the time passes. The results show that there is a little
CO oxidation at this surface temperature but too little to explain the CO2/CO ratio measured
by the experiment.
The C02/CO ratio as a function of time is shown in Fig.4.8. The CO2/CO ratio
approached a steady state value of 0.14 after about 0.2 milli-second. This ratio correspond
to 0.089 in mole fraction ratio. The C02/CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction is
0.068 at 2500 K. Only about 2% of CO from the heterogeneous reaction was converted to
CO2 in the gas phase. Therefore, without hydrogen containing molecule the gas phase CO
oxidation is negligible even at a very high surface temperature.
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Fig.4.7 C02 and CO mass fraction distribution as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 100% 02, no H20)
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Fig.4.8 C02/CO ratio as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 100% 02, no H20)
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4.3.4 High surrounding gas temperature with water vapor
A case with 3.5% water vapor was modeled to see the effects of the water vapor on
the gas phase CO oxidation. The CO2 and CO mass fraction distributions as a function of
time are shown in Fig.4.9. The decrease in CO and the increase in C02 as the time goes
show that there is considerable CO oxidation in the gas phase. The CO2 generation is
mostly near the particle surface.
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Fig.4.9 C02 and CO mass fraction distribution as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with 3.5% H20)
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Fig.4.10 Temperature distribution as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with 3.5% H20)
The temperature profile near the particle surface is show in Fig.4.10. The
temperature gradient decrease with increasing time is due to the heat generated by CO
oxidation reaction. That means less heat from the heterogeneous reaction can be transferred
to the gas phase.
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The C0 2/'CO ratio as a function of time is shown in Fig.4.11. Although the
C0 2 /CO ratio approaches a steady state value, the asymptotic value was calculated by curve
fitting, to provide a value of 3.7, corresponding to 2.35 in mole fraction ratio. The
experimental measurement of C02/CO ratio at 2500 K was 0.9. The calculated C0 2 /CO
ratio with 3.5% water vapor is 2.5 times higher than that of the experimental results.
1 C 0
y = m1*(1-m3*exp(m2*m0))
ml 3.7006520865 0.05521 76
m2 -2586.9667228 123.14
m3 1.0272638773 0.0143699
Chisq 0.021978930398 NA
R 0.99922513903 NA
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Fig.4.11 C02/CO ratio as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with 3.5% H20)
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The temperature and mass fraction distributions of major species are shown in
Fig.4. 12. The oxygen mass fraction drops sharply near the particle surface, and the mass
fraction of water vapor decreases due to its consumption by the CO oxidation reaction. The
mass fraction distributions of other species are shown in Fig.4. 13. Most of the radicals
have a maximum at the particle surface except HO2 . There are appreciable concentrations of
0 and OH radicals near the particle surface and their mass fractions are 0.012 and 0.097
respectively.
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Fig.4.12 Temperature and mass fraction distribution after 1 ms
(Tp=2500K, rc=O.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with 3.5% H20)
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Fig.4.13 Mass fraction distributions including radicals after 1 ms
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.O5gC/cm2 s, 02 with 3.5% H20)
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4.3.5 High surrounding gas temperature with internal 'H'
Spherocarb has 0.74% of 'H' internally. To see the effect of this amount of
internally existing hydrogen on the C0 2 /CO ratio in the gas phase, a hydrogen flux from
the carbon was introduced as a boundary condition. The mass fraction distributions of CO
and CO2 as a function of time are shown in Fig.4.14. The C02/CO ratio is smaller than
that of 3.5% water vapor case.
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Fig.4.14 Mass fractions of CO and C02 as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with internal 'H')
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Fig.4.15 C02/CO ratio as a function of time
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with internal 'H')
The results show that there are considerable CO oxidation but a little bit less than
the C0 2 /CO ratio measured by the experiment. The asymptotic C02 /CO ratio is 1.2
corresponding to the value of 0.76 in mole fraction ratio. The mole fraction C02 /CO ratio
from the experiment is 0.8-0.9 at 2500 K. The agreement between the two values is good.
However, if we consider the fact that 'H' is consumed early in the reaction, we need to
have a more detailed knowledge of when 'H' is evolved during the reaction to properly
evaluate its role in the CO oxidation.
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Fig.4.16 Temperature and mass fraction distribution after lms
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm2 s, 02 with internal 'H')
The temperature and mass fraction distributions of major species are shown in
Fig.4.16. The mass fraction of water vapor is much smaller than that of Fig.4.12, because
the hydrogen flux from the char produce the water vapor mass fraction less than 3.5 wt %.
The mass fraction distributions of other species are shown in Fig.4.17. A difference
between Fig.4.17 and Fig.4.13 is that the OH radical mass fraction is about a third of that
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from Fig.4.13. Because CO + OH reaction is a major path to C02 generation, the
difference in OH radical level explains the C02/CO difference between the two cases.
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Fig.4.17 Mass fraction distributions including radicals after lms
(Tp=2500K, rc=0.05gC/cm 2 s, 02 with internal 'H')
4.3.6 Time scale of gas phase diffusion and reaction
Tognotti (Tognotti, 1990) made a qualitative analysis about the diffusion time and
the reaction time in the gas phase boundary. It is worth to discuss about the gas phase
reaction time scale. Based on his calculations, the time required to convert 10% of the CO
to CO2 is 0.04 millisecond for a dry oxygen. And the diffusion time for a 200 gm particle
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at 2000 K is about 0.03 millisecond. Although his calculation is not based on the boundary
layer calculations, those numbers can give rough estimates for the diffusion and reaction
time. The reaction time increases to several milliseconds at 1500K and to 100 milliseconds
at 1200 K.
The time spent to reach the steady state with 3.5 % water vapor at 1250K was about
0.4 millisecond in the modeling results. The time for the case of 100% dry oxygen at
2500K is about 0.2 millisecond. Therefore, if there is negligible gas phase reaction, the
steady state time is related to the diffusion time scale. The time for the case of oxygen with
water vapor at 2500 K is approximately 1.1 millisecond, because there exists vigorous CO
oxidation at this condition. The quasi-steady state burning time shown in Fig.2.1 was 38
milliseconds, so the use of a steady state temperature and a burning rate to calculate the gas
phase reaction is valid when the particle is at its pseudo-steady state burning temperature.
The reason why the internal 'H' case has a longer time to stabilize than external water vapor
case is that the water vapor mass fraction increases as 'H' flux comes out of the particle in
the beginning of the reaction. In the real situation, internal 'H' will react earlier with
oxygen to form water vapor, and carbon and remaining 'H' will react with oxygen.
4.3.7 Location of CO oxidation
It is obvious that most of CO conversion occurs near the particle surface where the
temperature is highest. The production rate of CO2 as a function of radial distance form the
particle surface is shown in Fig.4.18. Most of the CO2 production happens within the thin
layer.
In section 4.3.2 the CO oxidation with 3.5% water vapor at 1250K was negligible
while the experimental result show that the CO2/CO ratio is about 0.76. There are two
possibilities of the additional CO oxidation: one is homogeneous CO oxidation in the
macropores in a Spherocarb and the other is the enhanced CO2 production in the
heterogeneous reaction. We can check the possibility of the homogeneous CO oxidation in
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the pores by using the C0 2 production rate at the particle surface. If the macropore volume
inside the particle is big enough to account for the observed C02 /CO ratio, we may
conclude the experimental result is due to the CO oxidation within the pores. If not, the
only other possibility is the enhanced C02 production by heterogeneous reaction.
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Fig.4.18 C02 production rate distribution
(Tp=1250K, rc=0.005gC/cm 2s, 3.5 wt% H20)
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At 1250K, the CO2 production rate at the particle surface is 1.0x10-7 mol/cm3 s,
and the amount of CO needed to be converted to get the experimental C0 2 /CO ratio is
1.03x10- 7 mol/s. Therefore, the volume needed is 1.03 cm3. This is much larger than the
particle volume of 3x10-6 cm3 . At 2500K, the CO2 production rate at the particle surface
is 9.26x10 - 4 mol/cm 3 s, and the amount of CO needs to be converted to get the
experimental C0 2 /CO ratio is 1.63x10- 6 mol/s. The volume needed for the desired CO
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oxidation is 1.76x10-3 cm3 . Therefore, the possibility of CO oxidation in the pores inside
the particle is negligible in both cases.
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4.4 Summary
A gas phase reaction model incorporating the full set of 28 elementary C/H/O
reactions was developed. The model provided important insights of gas phase reaction and
was used to reproduce the observed C0 2 /CO ratio measured by Tognotti (Tognotti et al.,
1990) in an electrodynamic balance. We used a fully time-dependent approach to model the
dynamic behavior of gas phase reactions with the Galerkin finite elements method for the
spatial discretization.
[Table 4.2] Summary of modeling results (100% oxygen partial pressure)
Case % CO C02/CO C2/CO C02/CO CO2/CO
conversion in (calculated (experiment) from solid from solid
gas phase by model) (Tognotti) (Du)
1250K, 2.7% 0.267 0.75 0.233 0.22
3.5% H2 0
2500K, 2% 0.089 0.8-0.9 0.068* 0.13
no water
2500K, 39% 0.76
internal 'H'
2500K, 68% 2.35
3.5% H20
* extrapolated value
# above C02/CO are expressed in mole fraction
This gas phase model can predict the gas species and the temperature distributions
in the boundary layer, the CO2/CO ratio, and the location of CO oxidation.
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Different water vapor concentrations at low and high particle surface temperatures
(1250K and 2500K) are used to see the effect of hydrogen containing species on CO
oxidation in the gas phase. The particle diameter was 180 gm, and the bulk gas was a
mixture of 100% oxygen and water vapor. The summary of the modeling results are shown
in Table 4.2.
At a temperature of 1250K, there was no significant CO oxidation in the gas phase
even with 3.5% water vapor due to the small size of the particle and the steep temperature
gradient. The CO2 /CO ratio calculated from the model was 0.267 in mole fraction ratio,
and the CO2/CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction at 1250K is 0.233. This calculation
suggest that there is negligible CO oxidation in the gas phase. Estimates of gas phase
reaction in the macropore could not account for the high CO2 /CO ratio indicating that the
presence of water vapor enhances the rate heterogeneous oxidation of CO.
At a high temperature of 2500K, without hydrogen containing molecule the gas
phase CO oxidation is negligible even at a very high surface temperature. The CO2 /CO
ratio was 0.089 in mole fraction ratio. The CO2 /CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction
is 0.068 at 2500 K. Only about 2% of CO from the heterogeneous reaction was converted
to CO2 in the gas phase.
The effect of hydrogen containing component on the CO oxidation was significant.
The external water vapor of 3.5% resulted in a CO2 /CO ratio of 2.35 which is much higher
than the experimental value. Spherocarb has 0.74% of 'H' internally. This hydrogen
source was enough to explain the observed CO2 /CO ratio, and the calculated CO2 /CO ratio
with internal 'H' is 0.76. The CO2/CO ratio from the experiments is 0.8-0.9 at 2500 K.
The agreement between the two values was good.
The model successfully reproduced the CO2/CO ratio measured by Tognotti et al.
The internal 'H' of Spherocarb is important for the observed CO2/CO at 2500K. At
1250K, the presence of water vapor enhances the rate heterogeneous oxidation of CO, and
the possibility of homogeneous CO oxidation in the macropore of Spherocarb is negligible.
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Chapter 5
CO Oxidation in the Fluidized Bed
5.1 Background
As we mentioned in Chapter 4, the CO/CO2 ratio is an important parameter
determining particle temperature, depending on the proximity to the surface of the gas
phase reactions. By using a model developed for gas phase reaction, the location and the
degree of CO oxidation in the gas phase can be calculated.
One of the objectives of fluidized bed combustion is to achieve the total conversion
from the coal to carbon dioxide to get the maximum heat generation. The CO oxidation in
the gas phase has been studied by a number of researchers. Some of the studies were
already introduced in the previous chapter, and detailed or other studies of CO oxidation for
a large size particle combustion in the fluidized bed will be discussed.
Amundson and coworkers (Amundson, 1978, Caram et al., 1981) have analyzed a
model for diffusion and reaction in a stagnant boundary layer surrounding a burning carbon
particle. It is well known that the water vapor in the gas phase enhances the CO oxidation,
and it is reasonable to assume that increasing water vapor concentration increases CO
oxidation. Adomeit et al. (Adomeit, 1977) have shown that there is negligible oxidation of
CO in dry air, while at relative humidities of 10% or higher it is enhanced by a factor of
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about 5000 compared to the dry air reaction rate. Sundaresan and Amundson (Sundaresan
et al.,1981) calculated CO oxidation as a function of temperature, particle size, and water
vapor concentration. The conversion to CO2 is much higher for the large particles. Caram
and Amundson (Caram, 1977) concluded that CO escapes to the bulk of the fluidized bed
for particles of diameter less than 0.1 mm. CO is considered to burn around the particle
greater than 5 mm. La Nauze (La Nauze, 1985) summarized the current understanding that
a particle bigger than 3 mm will be surrounded by a CO flame, whereas for a particle
smaller than 0.1 mm CO will escape the boundary layer. Most of them used the
assumptions of the pseudo steady state, global reaction kinetics, constant thermodynamic
and transport properties, and simplified one-film or two-film models to calculate the gas
phase reactions.
The possibility of CO oxidation in the emulsion phase has been studied by
Hayhurst (Hayhurst, 1990). He concluded that CO will not burn in the dense phase of a
fluidized bed at temperatures below 1273 K due to inhibition of the gas phase oxidation
reaction by the presence of the bed particles. Hesketh and Davidson (Hesketh, 1991)
reached a similar conclusion.
The differences between a spherocarb combustion by laser heating and the coal char
combustion in a fluidized bed reactor are: (1) the particle is heated by the hot external
surrounding gas, (2) the particle size is 5-20 time bigger than that of a spherocarb, (3)
there exist vigorous contacts between coal particles and bed particles.
Our purpose is to calculate the CO oxidation in the gas phase surrounding a single
char particle using a gas phase reaction model developed in chapter 4. Conditions of (1)
and (2) above are easy to incorporate, but the effects of the particle contacts on CO
oxidation are hard to incorporate. The bed particle usually plays a role of quenching the CO
oxidation. We need a model which can calculate the number of the bed particle with in the
char particle boundary layer and the frequency of that existence to take the effects of
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particle-to-particle contacts into consideration. Here we assume, the CO oxidation reaction
in the gas phase (here gas phase means gas surrounding a single char particle in the
emulsion phase of a fluidized bed) is not affected by the particle-to-particle contacts. We
use the carbon consumption rate calculated in chapter 3 - which incorporated mechanistic
heat and mass transfer model to calculate carbon consumption rate- to give the influx from
the char to the gas phase.
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5.2 Experimental measurement of C02/CO ratio
The C0 2 /CO ratio measurement by Tullin (Tullin et al., 1993) are shown in
Fig.5.1. The experimental procedures are introduced in chapter three. The measured
CO02 CO ratio in the fluidized bed shows that almost all CO oxidized to CO2 . The CO/CO2
ratio is close to zero (CO/CO2 is used instead of CO2 /CO in the figure.) in the beginning
and in the middle of the reaction. At the end, the CO oxidation slows down and the
CO/CO2 ratio begins to rise. The challenge is to try to model the trend in CO emissions.
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Fig.5.1 Experimental measurement of CO/C02 ratio as a function of conversion
(1073 K, 4mm particle)
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5.3 Modeling results
5.3.1 A 4mm particle with 3.5% water vapor
To study the effect of gas phase reactions on CO oxidation in the fluidized bed, the
particle surface temperature and the bulk gas temperature were set as constants during the
reaction. It was found that most of the char combustion occurs at pseudo-steady state
temperature (chapter three). The boundary conditions were given by the carbon
consumption rate calculated from the combustion model and the C0 2/CO ratio was
calculated by extrapolating Tognotti's measurements. The exact particle temperature should
be calculated from the combined model of gas and solid phase reaction, however, here our
major concern is to calculate the degree of CO oxidation in the gas phase at a given
temperature. The water vapor mass fraction of 0.035 was used to simulate the moisture
existing in the fluidized bed. Moisture may come from the oxidation of hydrogen in char or
the moisture already existing in air.
The temperature distribution changes as a function of time are shown in Fig.5.2. In
the beginning, the temperature profile shows a monotonic decrease. Due to the heat of CO
oxidation, a temperature overshoot develops. It is clear that there exists a gas phase
ignition. The difference between the maximum gas temperature and the particle temperature
is up to 60 K and still increasing. The mass fraction distributions in the gas phase using 4
mm particle with 20% oxygen partial pressure is shown in Fig.5.3. Due to the gas phase
ignition most of CO is converted to C02 , as CO diffuses through the gas phase boundary.
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Fig.5.2 Temperature profile as a function of time
(do=4 mm, 20% P 02, 3.5% H20, rc=2.2e-4 gC/cm2 s)
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Fig.5.3 Temperature and Mass fraction distributions after 5.6 ms
(do=4 mm, 20% P 02, rc=2.2e-4 gC/cm2 s)
5.3.2 A 4mm particle without water vapor
According to Adomeit (Adomeit, 1977), there is negligible oxidation of CO in dry
air. There are sources for water vapor in the fluidized bed, one possibility is from the
oxidation of hydrogen in char or the another is from the moisture in air. In the previous
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chapter, we also found that the water vapor has a significant effect on CO oxidation in the
gas phase surrounding a pulverized coal size particle.
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Fig.5.4 Temperature profile as a function of time
(do=4 mm, 20% P 02, no H20, rc=2.2e-4 gC/cm2s)
A case without water vapor is calculated to study the effects of water vapor on CO
oxidation in the gas phase. The temperature distributions as a function of time is shown in
Fig.5.4. The temperature distribution changes little compared to the case with water vapor
as time changes. There is no gas phase ignition without water vapor. Although CO can
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oxidize to C02 via CO + O reaction, this path is slow compared to the CO + OH reaction
and is too slow to bring gas phase ignition.
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Fig.5.5 CO2/CO ratio as a function of time
(do=4 mm, 20% P 02, no H20, rc=2 .2 e-4 gC/cm2 s)
The C0 2 /CO ratio as a function of time is shown in Fig.5.5. In contrast to the
CO2 /CO ratio of the case with water (will be discussed in the next section), the C0 2 /CO
ratio approaches a steady state value. The steady state C0 2/CO mass fraction ratio is about
0.36 corresponding to a mole fraction ratio of 0.229. The initial C02 /CO ratio from the
heterogeneous reaction was 0.214. Therefore, there is negligible CO oxidation without
water vapor.
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5.3.3 A 3mm particle with water vapor
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Fig.5.6 Temperature as a function of time
(do=3 mm, 20% P 02, 3.5% H20, rc=2.2e-4 gC/cm2s)
The use of a 3mm particle shows the same tendency as 4 mm particle case except
that the temperature overshoot was lower than for the 4 mm particle at the same time. The
temperature distribution as a function of time is shown in Fig.5.6. The maximum
temperature rises and moves away from the particle surface, as time increases.
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Fig.5.7 CO2/CO ratio and CO/C02 ratio at a distance
of 0.2 cm from surface as a function of time
(do=3 mm, 20% 02, 3.5% H20)
We studied the change with time of the CO2/CO ratio at approximately 0.2 cm away
from the particle surface. The CO oxidation occurs not only near the particle surface but
also away from the particle surface, because there is not a steep temperature gradient which
can cool down the CO oxidation reaction. The CO2/CO ratio as a function of time is
shown in Fig.5.7. The CO2 /CO ratio increases linearly as the time increases. If the CO
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mass fraction approaches zero, the C0 2 /CO ratio can increase to an infinite value.
Therefore, the CO/C02 ratio is also shown. The tendency shows that CO will continue to
react until almost all CO will be converted to C02. This is due to the gas phase ignition.
The gas phase ignition raises gas temperatures which accelerates the reaction to produce
more heat. This gas phase ignition will be terminated only if the particle diameter decreases
below the critical diameter, and the C02/CO ratio will drop accordingly.
5.3.4 Particle size of 1 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.25 mm with water vapor
The particle size of 1mm is used to see the effects of a smaller particle size. The
diffusion velocity is proportional to the inverse of the particle diameter. The higher
diffusion velocity from a smaller particle means less time is available for the CO to undergo
the gas phase reaction. The temperature distributions as a function of time are shown in
Fig.5.8. At this particle size the temperature overshoot is small compared to those for
bigger particles, although there still exists a gas phase ignition. The C0 2/CO ratio
(approximately at Ro + do) as a function of time is shown in Fig.5.9. In the beginning the
CO2/CO ratio increases slowly which is from the diffusion of the heterogeneous reaction
products, and the CO2/CO ratio increases linearly after gas phase ignition takes place. The
rate of increase is slower than that of a bigger particle.
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Fig.5.9 C02/CO ratio as a function of time
(do=l mm, 20% 02, 3.5% H20)
The temperature distribution as a function of time for a 0.5 mm particle is shown in
Fig.5.10. There is no gas phase ignition, but the temperature rises a little due to the CO
oxidation reaction. At a particle size of 0.5 mm, the gas phase reaction shows an
intermediate behavior. The C02/CO ratio (approximately at Ro + do) as a function of time
is shown in Fig.5.11. The C02/CO ratio from the gas phase reaction (after 1.5 msec) is not
increasing linearly and seems to approach an asymptotic value which is contrast to the case
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of bigger particle sizes. This is due to the absence of the gas phase ignition for a 0.5 mm
particle.
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Fig.5.10 Temperature as a function of time
(do=0.5 mm, 20% P 02, 3.5% H20, rc=2.2e-4 gC/cm2 s)
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Fig.5.11 CO2/CO ratio as a function of time at
a distance of 0.5 mm from the surface
(do=0.5 mm, 20% 02, 3.5% H20)
The temperature distribution as a function of time for a 0.25 mm particle is shown
in Fig.5.12. Due to the small particle size, there is no gas phase ignition and negligible CO
oxidation. The diffusion velocity increases as the particle size shrinks, and CO has less
time to convert to C02.
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5.3.5 Effects of lower bulk gas temperature
The bulk gas temperature of 873 K was used to see the effects of surrounding gas
temperature on CO oxidation in Fig.5.13. There was no gas phase ignition and no CO
oxidation. Even with the water vapor and a big particle size, the surrounding gas
temperature is too low to bring any gas phase reaction.
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5.4 Summary
The CO oxidation in the gas phase surrounding a single char in a fluidized bed was
studied. Complete conversion of CO and CO2 was found at the higher surrounding gas
temperature (1073K) and the larger particle size (do >0.5 mm).
There is no gas phase ignition without water vapor. Although CO can oxidize to
C02 via CO + O reaction, this path is slow compared to that involving the CO + OH
reaction.
Due to the heat of CO oxidation, the temperature overshoot develops for the particle
size of 4mm and 3 mm, as time progresses. It is clear that there exists a gas phase ignition
at these particle sizes. The difference between the maximum gas temperature and the
particle temperature is up to 60-70 K depending the particle size. The tendency shows that
CO will continue to react until almost all CO will be converted to CO2 . This is due to the
gas phase ignition. Once the gas phase ignited, more heat is generated to raise the gas
temperature and that accelerates the reaction to produce more heat. The gas phase ignition
has a significant effect on CO2 /CO ratio. The gas phase ignition is influenced by the
particle diameter, the water vapor concentration, and the surrounding gas temperature. This
gas phase ignition will be terminated only if the particle diameter decreases below a critical
diameter, and the C0 2 /CO ratio will drop accordingly. At 1 mm particle size, the
temperature overshoot decreases to several degrees. At 0.5 mm particle size, there is no gas
phase ignition but the CO oxidation is still observed. The extinction diameter is between
0.25 mm and 0.5 mm. The surrounding gas temperature has a significant effect on the gas
phase ignition. At 873 K, there is no gas phase ignition.
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusion,
and Recommendation
6.1 A temperature profile model and a gas phase
model
A model incorporating intrinsic surface reaction, internal pore diffusion, and
external mass transfer was developed to predict a transient temperature profile during a
single char particle combustion. The CO2 /CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction
measured by Tognotti (Tognotti et al., 1990) was used to calculate the heat of reaction
during the char combustion. The additional heat transfer due to gas phase CO oxidation
was not considered, but the effects of Stefan flow were included. The internal surface area
evolution of Spherocarb, which was important for a particle ignition, was considered. A
first order intrinsic reaction for oxygen was used.
This model provides useful information for particle ignition, burning temperature
profile, combustion time, and carbon consumption rate.
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A gas phase reaction model incorporating the full set of 28 elementary C/H/O
reactions was developed. This model calculated the gas phase CO oxidation reaction in the
boundary layer at two different particle temperatures of 1250K and 2500K by using the
carbon consumption rate and the burning temperature at the pseudo-steady state calculated
from the temperature profile model, but the transient heating was not included. We used a
fully time-dependent approach to model the dynamic behavior of gas phase reactions. The
Galerkin finite elements method was employed to resolve the spatial discretization.
This gas phase model can predict the gas species and the temperature distributions
in the boundary layer, the CO2/CO ratio, and the location of CO oxidation.
These models were applied to the ignition temperature profile and the C0 2 /CO ratio
obtained by Tognotti in an electrodynamic balance for 180 gm Spherocarb particles and to
the combustion rate data measured by Tullin in a fluidized bed combustor for 4 mm
Newlands char particles.
6.2 Temperature profile of a single char combustion
in an electrodynamic balance
The temperature profile predicted by the model without gas phase reaction
corresponds well with Tognotti's measurements of ignition temperature (1300K),
maximum temperature (2500K), and combustion time (38 milliseconds) of a single char
ignition in an electrodynamic balance.
Oxygen partial pressure has a large effect on the shape of the temperature profile.
Increasing oxygen partial pressure reduces combustion time and increases maximum
temperature. Ignition of a particle is dependent on oxygen partial pressure.
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Change of particle diameter does not have a large impact on the maximum
temperature rise, but has a considerable effect on the combustion time. If we calculate the
volume of the particle for each diameter, the combustion time is approximately proportional
to the volume although the other factors like heat and mass transfer changes due to particle
size also play a role on the combustion.
Particle ignition occurs when the diffusion limitation inside the particle is low. The
BET surface area is dominated by the surface area of pore diameter less than 10 nm, which
has lower reactivity due to its graphitized nature. The macropore surface area was used,
which makes a higher effectiveness factor, to explain the temperature profile measured in
the experiment. When Smac (macropore surface area percentage out of total internal surface
area) is 0.5%, the profile is close to the experimental one. Although there is a need for
much more intense study of the internal structure and the reactivity according to the pore
sizes, the results suggest a probable explanation of the observed temperature profile during
the combustion.
Effects of mineral catalyst on the temperature profile has been studied by using a
reaction kinetics model developed by Du (Du et al., 1991). The C02 /CO ratio increases
significantly by adding Ca even at low temperatures. Adding Ca increased C02 generation
and the maximum temperature of the particle significantly. If we consider gas phase
reactions, the maximum temperature will be lower than the predicted value due to 02
disassociation and other radical generation reactions. The addition of mineral catalyst
promotes heterogeneous C02 formation and raises the particle temperature. However, the
duration of the carbon combustion does not decrease much due to the mass transfer
limitation at these temperature range (T > 3000K).
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6.3 Modeling of CO oxidation in the gas phase in
an electrodynamic balance
The gas phase model provided information on the importance of gas phase reaction
and was used to reproduce the observed C0 2 /CO ratio measured by Tognotti (Tognotti et
al., 1990) in an electrodynamic balance. Different water vapor concentrations at low and
high particle surface temperatures (1250K and 2500K) are used to see the effect of
hydrogen containing species on CO oxidation in the gas phase. The particle diameter was
180 gm, and the bulk gas was a mixture of 100% oxygen and water vapor. The effect of
hydrogen containing species on the CO oxidation was found to be significant.
At a temperature of 1250K, there was no significant CO oxidation in the gas phase
even with 3.5% water vapor due to the small size of the particle and the steep temperature
gradient. The CO2/CO ratio calculated from the model was 0.267 in mole fraction ratio,
and the CO2 /CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction at 1250K is 0.233. This calculation
suggest that there is negligible CO oxidation in the gas phase but the experimental results
showed a higher C0 2/CO ratio of 0.8 for 3.5% water vapor. Estimates of gas phase
reaction in the macropore could not account for the high CO2 /CO ratio indicating that the
presence of water vapor may enhance the rate of heterogeneous oxidation of CO.
At a high temperature of 2500K, without hydrogen containing molecule the gas
phase CO oxidation is negligible even at a very high surface temperature. The C0 2 /CO
ratio was 0.089 in mole fraction ratio. The CO2/CO ratio from the heterogeneous reaction
is 0.068 at 2500 K. Only about 2% of CO from the heterogeneous reaction was converted
to CO2 in the gas phase.
The effect of hydrogen containing components on the CO oxidation was significant.
The external water vapor of 3.5% resulted in a C0 2/CO ratio of 2.35 which is much higher
than the experimental value. Spherocarb has 0.74% of 'H' internally. This hydrogen
source was enough to explain the observed C0 2/CO ratio, and the calculated C0 2/CO ratio
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with internal 'H' is 0.76. The CO2/CO ratio from the experiments is 0.8-0.9 at 2500 K.
The agreement between the two values was good.
6.4 Combustion and temperature profile in a
fluidized bed reactor
For the fluidized bed conditions, Tullin's measurements of combustion rate for
various temperatures and oxygen concentrations were matched using an activation energy
and an intrinsic reaction order for oxygen as parameters and using the non-steady state
mechanistic heat and mass transfer model.
A half intrinsic order for 02, a pre-exponential factor of 0.35, and an activation
energy of 20 kcal/mol are found to be appropriate to represent the char combustion in the
fluidized bed combustion in this temperature range (1023-1123K) when we apply La
Nauze's heat and mass transfer model.
The heat and mass transfer model proposed by Agarwal et al. was used to
incorporated the effects of bed material and particle motion during the char combustion.
The Sherwood number is estimated about 0.8, which means that the external mass transfer
to the particle surface is limited by the bed particles which are smaller than the char particle.
On the contrary, the Nusselt number is high, because the small size bed particles enhance
the heat removal from the particle by making the contact to the particle surface easier.
The half order intrinsic reaction, the pre-exponential factor of 0.39, and the
activation energy of 20 kcal/mol were adequate values at this temperature range (1023-
1123K), and the oxygen partial pressures (2-20%). The heat transfer coefficient calculated
by this model is about 50% - 100% higher than the value predicted by La Nauze's model.
The initial temperature rise is approximately proportional to the oxygen partial
pressure, and the slope is 300 K/atm at 1073K. The excess temperature increases as the
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oxygen partial pressure and the surrounding gas temperature increase, and it is as large as
83 K at 21% and 1123 K.
6.5 CO oxidation in the gas phase in a fluidized bed
reactor
The gas phase model was applied for the conditions in the fluidized bed, and the
gas phase CO oxidation and the temperature overshoot was calculated in the boundary layer
of a single particle. The effect of water vapor, surrounding gas temperature, and particle
diameter on the gas phase ignition and CO oxidation was significant.
There is no gas phase ignition without water vapor. Although CO can oxidize to
CO2 via the CO + O reaction, this path is slow compared to that of CO + OH reaction and
is insufficient to cause gas phase ignition.
Due to the heat of CO oxidation, a temperature overshoot develops for the particle
size bigger than mm, as time progresses. It is clear that a gas phase ignition occurs at
these particle sizes. The difference between the maximum gas temperature and the particle
temperature is up to 60-70 K depending the particle size. The tendency shows that CO will
continue to react until almost all CO is converted to CO2 . This is due to the gas phase
ignition. This gas phase ignition will be terminated only if the particle diameter decreases
lower than the critical diameter, and the CO2 /CO ratio will drop accordingly. At 1 mm
particle size, the temperature overshoot decreases to several degrees. The extinction
diameter is between 1mm and 0.25 mm. The surrounding gas temperature has a significant
effect on the gas phase ignition. At 873 K, there is no gas phase ignition.
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6.6 Recommendations
Overall, these models proved to be powerful tools for achieving more detailed
understanding of char particle combustion and for guidance for additional modeling and
experimental work.
A study of the effects of different pore sizes on the char combustion and the
gaseous products will be necessary to investigate the role of macro and meso pores on
particle combustion. The possibility of homogeneous CO oxidation in the macro or meso
pores are negligible based on the calculations, but should be checked by performing
experiments with a macropore char and a micropore char. Also, the experiments of particle
ignition with two different pore size chars can provide information about the effect of
internal diffusion limitation on the particle ignition. The experiments with different pore
size particles and measurements of the resultant C02/CO ratio will enlighten the
uncertainties of the char combustion.
Although the gas phase model can predict the CO oxidation at the pseudo steady
state temperature, a combined model will better serve the region where the combustion is
unsteady: especially the ignition and the extinction of a particle. A modification to accelerate
the time integration step of the program will be necessary to achieve this. The program can
easily incorporate a different reaction set, like NO formation in the gas phase, and produce
useful information for NOx generation during the char combustion. And, modeling of
liquid fuel combustion can also be done with a little modification.
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Appendices
A.1 Program for the temperature profile model
c This program calculates the time-dependent temperature profile
c using heat balance equation
c 1) solid phase using Thiele modulus approach
c made by Chun-hyuk Lee ,MIT, Oct-Nov,90
c modified Mar-May,92
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/dat 1/conv,eff,rc,xco,d
c
c initialization of data
c
temp=298.15
wc=3.141592*180.e-4**3*0.56/6.
t=0.000
dt=0.O01
convm=0.0
efffm=l.0
write(6,99) t,temp,convm,efffm
c
c
c Integration of the ODEs using R-G method
c
do 100 i=1,1500
t=t+dt
tempi=temp
wci=wc
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
gl0=dt*fl
g20-=dt*f2
temp=tempi+0.5*glO
wc -wci+0.5*g20
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
gl 1=dt*fl
g21=dt*f2
temp=tempi+0.5*gl 1
wc=wci+0.5*g21
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
gl2=dt*fl
g22=dt*f2
temp=tempi+g12
wc=wci+g22
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
g13-dt*fl
g23=dt*f2
c
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c Adjusting the dt to catch the steep temperature change
c
dtemp=(glO0+2.*gl 1+2.*g12+g13)/6.
if (dabs(dtemp).gt.50.) dt=dt/5.
if (dabs(dtemp).gt. 10.) dt=dt/2.
if (dabs(dtemp).lt. 1l.) dt=dt*2.
temp=tempi+dtemp
wc=wci+(g20+2.*g21 +2.*g22+g23)/6.
C
c
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
convm=conv
efffm=eff
write(6,99) t,temp,convm,rc
99 format(e12.6,flO 0.4,f9.5,e 15.6)
100 continue
stop
end
c
c Subroutine calculating temperature and weight change
c of the particle
c
subroutine ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
real lo,loO
common/dat l/conv,eff,rc,xco,d
c-
c initial diameter
dO=1 80.e-4
c initial density
lo0=0.56
pei=3.141592
wc0=pei*dO**3*lo0/6.
c power of the mass ratio
a=0.25
b=(1.-a)/3.
c gas coefficinet
rg=1.987
rgc=82.05
cc----initializing data------------------------------------
tg=298.15
c x:conversion tor:tortuisity wo2:molecular weight of 02
c po2:partial pressure of 02 (atm)
tor=3.
wo2=32.
po2=1.0
emm=0.85
sig=5.676e- 12
abs--0.85
c smac=O.01
smac=--0.005
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c pmac--=0.39
pmac=0.375
flux=300.
c if ((temp.gt. 1300.).or.(fl.lt.0.)) flux=O.
if ((temp.gt. 1350.).or.(fl.lt.0.)) flux=O.
cc--------------------------------------
c calculate conversion
x=l.-wc/wcO
conv=x
c calculate CO rxn fraction
xco= 1 ./(1.+0.02*po2 **0.2 1 *exp(6000./(rg*temp)))
c stoichiometric const
xx=12.011*(1.+xco)
c intrinsic rxn rate coefficient
rks=0. 184*exp(-33000./(rg*temp))/smac
c external mass transfer coefficient
d=dO*(1.-x)**b
lo=loO*(l.-x)**a
tm=(temp+tg)/2.
c calculate correction for mass transfer due to stefan flow
factm=(2.-xco) *log(2./(2. -xco))/xco
db=1.0255e-5*tm** 1.75
rkg=2.*db/(d*rgc*tm)*xx*factm
por=(l.-lo/2.15)*pmac
c sg: internal surface area
c sg=(4.85*x**3-5.5566*x**2+0.8215*x+0.8688)*l.e7
c Surface area fitted by 7 th order polynomia (500m^2/g)
Sg=l.e4*(920.9089+2661.0706*x-27273.1303*x**2+112965.3388*x**3
# -253322.8987*x**4+312434.9020*x**5-199151.1856*x**6
# +51245.1435*x**7)*smac
c calculate thiele modulus
dk=19400.*por/(sg*lo)*(temp/wo2)**0.5
dbp=1.0255e-5*temp** 1.75
de= l./(./dbp+l./dk)
deff=por*de/tor
pi=(d/6.)*(lo*sg*rks*rgc*temp/(deff*xx))**0.5
c calculate effectiveness factor
if (pi.lt. l.e-3) then
eff=l.0
elseif (pi.gt. l.e3) then
eff=l./pi
else
eff=(l ./tanh(3.*pi)- 1./(3.*pi))/pi
endif
c calculate carbon consumption rate
rc=po2/(1./rkg+l ./(eff*rks*sg*lo*d/6.))
c calculate convective heat transfer coefficient
ck=10.4e-5+5.56e-7*tm
h=2.*ck/d
c calculate heat of rxn
heatl =-(-26416+3.21 *(temp-tg)+0.24e-3*(temp**2-tg**2)
&+0.09e5*( 1 ./tg- I ./temp))*4.184/12.011
heat2=-(-94051 +3.41 *(temp-tg)+0.55e-3*(temp**2-tg**2)
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&- 1.66e5*(1 ./tg-1 ./temp))*4.184/12.011
heat=heat l *xco+heat2*(1 .-xco)
c calculate Cp of Superocarb
cp=0.92+4.7e-4**temp
c calculate correction factor due to Stefan flow for heat transfer
cpo2=(7. 16+1 .e-3*tm-0.4e5/tm**2)*4. 184
bc=-1 .*0.5*xco*rc*d*cpo2/(2.* 12.011 *ck)
if (dabs(bc).lt.l.e-2) then
fact=1.
else
fact=bc/(exp(bc)- 1.)
endif
c-----ODEs
fI =(abs*flux/4.+rc*heat-h*(temp-tm)*fact-sig*emm*(temp**4-tg**4))
&/(lo*d*cp/6.)
f2=- 1.*rc*pei*d**2
return
end
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A.2 Program for the temperature profile
in the fluidized bed
c --------------------------------------------------------------
c This program calculates the time-dependent temperature
c profile using heat balance equation
c made by Chun-hyuk Lee ,MIT, October,91
c
c Modified to model Fluidized Bed Combustion
c Mar 9,93 - Mar 20,93 ==>Apr,30
c Modified to incorporate accurate transport mechanism
c Aug 1,93- Aug 16,93
c * cgs unit, but energy in J (1J=1E7 erg)
c * Smith's kinetics, Nu Sh from nonsteady
c * Xco=0.O1
c * perform calculations until conversion=0.99
c * Half order intrinsic reaction
c --> Cs caculated by newton method
c * You can adjust Tg, P 02, rks (Ao, Ea =20 kcal)
c * Mechanical Heat and Mass transfer model by Agarwal
c --> ref. 23rd Symposium on Combustion (Int.), pp 917-925
c * Cp (J/Kg K)
c * Print interval control module
c---------------------------------------
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 lo,loO
common/con 1/dO,loO,pei,wc0,po2,tg,lo
common/dat l/conv,eff,rc,xco,d,cSh,cNu,cs
c initial diameter & density of the particle (cm, g/cmA3)
dO=0.4
loO=0.6
pei=3.141592
wcO=pei*d0**3*o0/6.
po2=0.12
tg=1023.0
c tg=1073.0
c tg=1123.0
c --------------------------------
temp=tg
wc=WCO
t=0.0
dt=0.0001
conv=O.0
eff=l.0
c
write(6,1090)
1090 format(lx,' time
# Cs d
Tp X
Sh Nu',/)
eff
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niter=O
100 continue
niter=niter+l
tempi=temp
wci=WC
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
c .----writing the results
iprint=mod(niter,5)
if (iprint.eq. 1) then
write(6,1099) t,temp,conv,eff,cs,d,cSh,cNu
1099 format(' x,e12.6,f8.2,2f8.5,e13.6,f9.6,2f7.3)
endif
c
glO=dt*fl
g20=dt*f2
temp=tempi+0.5*gl0
wc=wci+0.5*g20
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
gl l=dt*fl
g21=dt*f2
temp=tempi+0.5*g 1
wc=wci+0.5*g21
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
g12=dt*fl
g22=dt*f2
temp=tempi+gl2
wc=wci+g22
call ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
g 1 3=dt*fl
g23=dt*f2
dtemp=(glO0+2.*gl 1+2.*g2+g13)/6.
c
if (t.lt.2.0) then
if (abs(dtemp).lt.0.05.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.02) then
dt=dt* 1.2
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.0.02) then
dt=dt* 1.5
endif
endif
if (t.gt.2.0.and.t.lt.5.0) then
if (abs(dtemp).gt.20.) then
dt=dt/20.
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.20.0.and.abs(dtemp).gt.4.) then
dt=dt/8.
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.4.0.and.abs(dtemp).gt. 1.0) then
dt=dt/4.
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt. 1.O.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.2) then
dt=dt/2.0
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.0.2.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.05) then
dt=dt/1.5
endif
endif
if (t.gt.5.0) then
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if (abs(dtemp).lt.l.O.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.2) then
dt=dt/5.0
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.0.2.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.04) then
dt=dt/2.0
elseif (abs(dtemp).lt.0.04.and.abs(dtemp).gt.0.02) then
dt=dt/1.5
endif
endif
c
30 continue
temp=tempi+dtemp
wc=wci+(g20+2.*g2 1+2.*g22+g23)/6.
t=t+dt
if (conv.lt.0.99) then
goto 100
endif
stop
end
subroutine ode(temp,wc,fl,f2)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
real*8 lo,loO
common/con l/dO,loO,pei,wc0,po2,tg,lo
common/datl/conv,eff,rc,xco,d,cSh,cNu,cs
c power of the mass ratio
a=0.25
b=(1.-a)/3.
c gas coefficinet
rg=1.987
rgc=82.05
cc----initializing data-------------------------------------
c x:conversion tor:tortuisity wo2:molecular weight of 02
c po2:partial pressure of 02 (atm)
tor=3.
wo2=31.9988
whe=4.0026
emm=0.85
sig=5.676e- 12
cab=0.85
c-----mole fraction of 02 He
xo2=po2/1.0
xhe=l.0-xo2
c Calculate Cb of 02 (moles/cm^3)
cb=po2/(rgc*tg)
c calculate diameter and density
d=dO*(1.-x)**b
da=--O.Ol *d
lo=loO*(l.-x)**a
c calculate conversion
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.x=1.-wc/wcO
conv=x
c calculate CO rxn fraction
c xco=l 1./(1.+0.02*po2**"0.21 *exp(6000./(rg*temp)))
xco=--0.01
c stoichiometric const
xx=12.01 1*(1.+xco)
c-.---fluidized bed conditions (MKs unit)--------------------
c umf=6.34
c us=2.5*umf
c film temperature
tm=(temp+tg)/2.
c set experimental conditions
c------------------------------------
dp= 180.e-6
ao=0.0002**2*3.141592/4.
umf=0.0634
uo=2.5*umf
bedh=0.08
c emf=0.6
emf =0.45
c grav=980.u
grav=9.8
exh= 1.2*bedh*(uo-umf)**0.5
ur-O. 19*(uo-umf)**0.5
c dbub=1.22
dbub=0.3 *(uo-umf)**0.4/(grav**0.2*exh)*((bedh+4.*ao**0.5)
# ** 1.8-(bedh-exh+4.*ao**0.5)** 1.8)
c ub=us-umf+0.711 *sqrt(grav*dbub)
ub=uo-umf+2.26*dbub**0.5
alpw= 1./3.
epsb=(uo-unf)/(ub+2.*umf)
ud=alpw*epsb*ub/(l .-epsb-alpw*epsb)
fl=((0.0195*(2.*bedh-exh)+0.57)/((0.039*bedh+0.57)**2.+(0.039*
# (bedh-exh)+0.57)**2.))* 1.0e+4
p=ub/(ub+ud)
c p=(ub-ur)/(ub+ud)
c p=0.5
pp=(ub-ur)*ud/((ub+ud)*(ur+ud))
c
c-----bed particle (sand) properties(KJ/kgK, W/mK, kg/m**3)
C
cpp=0.799* 1.0e3
c cpp=0.799
ckp=0.329
rhop=2500.0
c thermal conductivity
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cko2=exp(-2.13+2.99*log(tm) -0.287*(log(tm))**2.
# +0.0124*(log(tm))**3.)
ckhe=exp(4.2+ 1.45*1og(tm)-0. 121 *(log(tm))**2.
#- +0.00607*(log(tm))**3.)
c ck=0.5*(xo2*cko2+xhe*ckhe+ 1./(xo2/cko2+xhe/ckhe))* 1 .Oe-7
ck=0.5*(xo2*cko2+xhe*ckhe+ 1 ./(xo2/cko2+xhe/ckhe))* 1.0e-5
ckg=ck
c ENTER DATA FOR CP OF HE, 02
cpo2=(7.16+1 .e-3*tm-0.4e5/tm**2)*4.184
cphe=12.48
cpg=(xo2*cpo2+xhe*cphe)/(xo2*wo2+xhe*whe)* 1.0e3
c cpg=(xo2*cpo2+xhe*cphe)/(xo2*wo2+xhe*whe)
rhog= 1.0*(xo2*wo2+xhe*whe)/(rgc*tg)* 1.0e3
alpha=ck/(rhog*cpg)
c alpha=ck/(rhog*cpg* 1000.0)
psi=0.63*(ckp/ck)**0. 18
ckeo=ck*(1.+(1.-emf)*(1 .-ck/ck/ckp+0.28*emf**psi)**(- 1.))
cke=ckeo+0. *rhog*cpg*dp*umf
rhoe=rhop*(1.-emf)+emf*rhog
qu=(1.-0.9*(1 .-emf)**(2./3.)*(emf-0.25)**(1./3.))**(- 1.)
zet=5.3*(emf/(1.-emf))**0.3/qu**2.0
c calculate gas mixture viscosity
viso2=exp(- 16.0+2.17*log(tm)-0. 198*(log(tm))**2.+0.00854*
# (log(tm))**3.)
vishe=exp(- 14.0+ 1.45*log(tm)-0.121 *(log(tm))**2.+0.00607*
# (log(tm))**3.)
p 12=( l .+(viso2/vishe)**0.5*(whe/wo2)**0.25)* *2
# /(8.*(1.+(wo2/whe)))**0.5
p21 =p 12*vishe*wo2/(viso2*whe)
visg=(xo2*viso2/(xo2+xhe*p 12)+xhe*vishe/(xhe+xo2*p21 ))*0.1
c Reynolds & Prantl numbers
ree=da*umf*rhog/visg
reb=3.*da*umf*rhog/visg
pr=visg/(rhog*alpha)
c drag coeff.
ps 1 =0.261 *reb**0.369-0.105*reb**0.431-0.124*(1.
# +(log10(reb))**2.)**(-1- .)
cda=(24./reb)* 10.**psl
ps2=0.261 *ree**0.369-0.105*ree**0.431-0.124*(1.
# +(log10(ree))**2.)**(-1.)
cdea=(24./ree)*(2.*zet*(1.-emf)/qu+(10.**ps 2 -1.))
c calculate heat transfer coeff.
t2=fl**(- 1./3.)*ub**(-2./3.)*(ub-ur)/(ud+ur)
p8=8.
hpcu=(dp/(p8*ckg)+0.5*(pei*t2/(cke*rhoe*cpp))**0.5)**(- 1.)
hpcd=(dp/(p8*ckg)+0.5*(pei*exh/(ud*cke*rhoe*cpp))**0.5
# )**(-1.)
hgc=ckg/da*(2.*cke/ckg+0.693*((1.+ree*pr)**( 1./3.)- 1.)/
# (ree*pr)**(1./3.)*(cdea/8.)**(1./3.)*(qu*ree/emf)**(2./3.)
# *pr**(1./3.))
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hbub=ckg/da*(2.+0.693*((1.+reb*pr)**(1./3.)- 1.)/
# (reb*pr)**(l./3.)*(cda/8.)**(l./3.)*(reb)**(2./3.)
# *pr**(1./3.))
hmean=pp*hpcu+(p-pp)*hpcd+p*hgc+(1.-p)*hbub
h=hmean* 1000.0* 1.Oe-7
c h in J/cmA2Ks
c cNu=hmean*da/ckg
cNu=hmean*da/cke
c external mass transfer coefficient
c calculate correction for mass transfer due to stefan flow
cc factm=(2.-xco)*log(2./(2.-xco))/xco
db=exp(- 10.3+1 .9*log(tg)-0.0336*(log(tg))**2
# +0.00153*(log(tg))**3)
dba=db* 1.Oe-4
c
c freq=umf/(emf*d)+ub/d
c cSh=2.*emf+sqrt(4.*emf*d**2*freq/(pei*db))
cc cSh=2.5
cc cNu=2.5
sc=visg/(rhog*dba)
dae=emf*dba/qu**2.
Shb=(2.+0.693*((1.+reb*sc)**(1./3.)-1.)/
# (reb*sc)**(l./3.)*(cda/8.)**(1. /3.)* ;reb)**(2./3.)
# *sc**(1./3.))
She=(2.*dae/dba+0.693*((1 .+ree*sc)**(1./3.)-1.)/
# (ree*sc)**(1./3.)*(cdea/8.)**(1./3.)*(qu*ree/emf)**(2./3.)
# *sc**(1./3.))
cSh=p*She+(l.-p)*Shb
c---------------------------------------
c Mass transfer coeff. rate= [gC/cmA2s]
rkg=cSh*db*xx/d
c rkg=cSh*db/(d*rgc*tm)*xx
if (temp.eq.tg) then
cs=cb
else
cs=csi
endif
c intrinsic rxn rate coefficient
c rks=3000.0*exp(-36000.0/(rg*temp))*0. 12/0.21
c rks=0. 184*exp(-33000./(rg*temp))
c rks=3.3*exp(-33000./(rg*temp))
c rks=--0. 1 *305.0*exp(-42800.0/(rg*temp))
c--> rks=0.000219*exp(- 18000.0/(rg*temp))
c-->> rks=0.00054*exp(-20000.0/(rg*temp))
c---> rks=0.00048*exp(-20000.0/(rg*temp))
c rks=0.9422*exp(-36000.0/(rg*temp))
c rks=--0.0005*exp(-20000.0/(rg*temp))
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c rks=0.0081738*exp(-2000.0/(rg*temp))
c rks=0.569*exp(-20000.0/(rg*temp))
c rks=0.35*exp(-20000.0/(rg*temp))
rks--=0.39*exp(-2000.0/(rg*temp))
c---------------------------------------
por=(l.-lo/2.15)
c sg: internal surface area
c sg=(4.85*x**3-5.5566*x**2+0.8215*x+0.8688)* .e7
c Surface area fitted by 7 th order polynomia (500m^2/g)
Sg=l.e4*(920.9089+2661.0706*x-27273.1303*x**2+ 112965.3388*x**3
# -253322.8987*x**4+312434.9020*x**5-199151.1856*x**6
# +51245.1435*x**7)/920.9089*500.0
c calculate thiele modulus
dk=19400.*por/(sg*lo)*(temp/wo2)**0.5
dbp=exp(- 10.3+1 .9*log(temp)-0.0336*(log(temp))**2
# +0.00153*(log(temp))**3)
de= 1./(1 ./dbp+l./dk)
deff=por*de/tor
c pi=(d/6.)*(lo*sg*rks*rgc*temp/(deff*xx))**0.5
c 9 pi=(d/6.)*(lo*sg*rks/(deff*xx*cs))**0.5
9 pi=(d/6.)*(lo*sg*rks/(deff*xx*cs**0.5))**0.5
c calculate effectiveness factor
if (pi.lt. l.e-3) then
eff=l.0
elseif (pi.gt. 1.e3) then
eff=l./pi
else
eff=(1 ./tanh(3.*pi)- 1./(3.*pi))/pi
endif
c calculating cs by Newton method
coA=rkg
coB=rks*lo*sg*d*eff/6.
coC=-rkg*cb
csx=cs
niter=0
77 niter=niter+l
delcsx=-(coA*csx+coB*csx**0.5-coC)/(coA+coB/(2.*csx**0.5))
if (niter.gt.20) then
write(6,*) ' Cs does not converge!'
goto 88
endif
if (abs(delcsx).gt.5.0e-3) then
csx=csx+delcsx
goto 77
endif
88 csnew=csx
c adjusting cs
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ecs=(csnew-cs)/cs
if (abs(ecs).gt. l.e-3) then
cs=csnew
goto 9
endif
cs=csnew
csi=cs
c calculate carbon consumption rate
rc=rks*cs**0.5*lo*sg*d*eff/6.
c rc=po2/(1./rkg+l ./(eff*rks*sg*lo*d/6.))
c write(6,1111) rkg,rks
c 1111 format(lx,'rkg=', e12.5,'rks= ',e12.5)
c cNu=2.0+sqrt(4.*freq*d**2/(pei*alpha))
c h=cNu*ck/d
c calculate heat of rxn
heatl =-(-26416+3.21 *(temp-tg)+0.24e-3*(temp**2-tg**2)
&+0.09e*( l./tg- 1 ./temp))*4.184/12.011
heat2=-(-94051 +3.41 *(temp-tg)+0.55e- 3*(temp**2-tg**2)
&- 1.66e5*(l ./tg- 1./temp))*4.184/12.011
heat=heat *xco+heat2*(1.-xco)
c calculate Cp of Superocarb
cp=0.92+4.7e-4**temp
c calculate correction factor due to Stefan flow for heat transfer
c cpo2=(7.16+1 .e-3*tm-0.4e5/tm**2)*4.184
c bc=- 1.*0.5*xco*rc*d*cpo2/(2.* 12.01 1*ck)
c if (abs(bc).lt.l .e-2) then
fact= 1.
c else
c fact=bc/(exp(bc)- 1.)
c endif
c-.---ODEs
fl=(rc*heat-h*(temp-tg)*fact-sig*emm*(temp**4-tg**4))
& /(lo*d*cp/6.)
f2=- l.*rc*pei*d**2
C****
c write(6,*) 'heat= ', heat
return
end
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A.3 Program for the gas phase model
c This program calculates and concentration & temperature
c distribution using heat balance equation in the boundary layer.
c This program requires at least CHEMKIN II 2.6 & TRANFIT 1.9 for
c calculating thermodynamic and multicomponent transport data.
c
c Also, DASSL was used to solve ODEs after spatial discretization
c Use makefile 'GD' to compile for double precision
c made by Chun-hyuk Lee ,MIT------------------------
c * 1992, 1993, April, 1994
c-----------
c * Calculate Dm by using ordinary multi-component diff. coeff.
c * N2 (ncomp) is added for solvability
c * Use original Vi evaluation: not using interpolation formula
c * use nodal value for parameters
c * using FUNC pkpl for Ri
c * Fixed Tp and To
c * 0.018 cm particle
c * Smooth initial guess
c * Vi new=Vi+Vc
c * Divide Energy equation by Cpg
c * Change algorithm to fix the problem of updating parameters
c # Main--> sdaspk --> res --> gas
c * fine grid near surface
c * Use of both RTOL & ATOL
c * Check IDID if idid=-l retry
c * Adaptive mesh refinement (Add & Remove)
c # Interpolate by Ti*Qi
c * Energy eq'n divided by Tp to match the scale
c * Essential BC at res & where amesh should be
c ###
c * rc is calaualted if Tp is set from solid subroutine
c * amesh (,,icon)
c * use of Yi*Vi to reduce extreme value of Vi
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
external res
c#### PARAMETERS FOR DASSL ......I.IN..........
c MAXM: max no. of mesh
c MAXNEQ: ncomp*MAXM
c--------------------------------------
PARAMETER (MAXM = 150, MXORD = 5, MAXL = 5, MXNEQ = MAXM*16,
* MXML = 1, MXMU = 1)
PARAMETER (LENRW = 50+(2*MXML+MXMU+10)*MXNEQ+2*(MXNEQ/
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* (MXML+MXMU+ )+1),
* LENIW = 40+MXNEQ)
c#il #ill PARAMETERS FOR DASSL END .
c
c parameters for chemkin
C
PARAMETER (LINKCK=25,LINKTP=35,LTRAN=31,LOUT=6,KDIM=15, NO-4,
1 LENICK=2000, LENRCK=2000, LENCCK=100,
2 LENIMC=100, LENRMC=6000)
C --------------------------------------
c: LENIMC=4*KK+NLITE
c LENRMC=(19+2*NO+NO*NLITE)*KK+(15+NO)*KK**2
c LENICK,LENRCK,LENCCK: from interpreter output
c NO: order of polynomial fit, default=4
c NLITE: # of species of molecular weight < 5
c KDIM: >= KK number of species
C---------------------------------------
common/mat l/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat3fiband
common/mat4/axis,xfact
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat 1/conv,eff, rc,xco,d,qcon
common/dat3/rkg,po2
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
common/dat5/viy(15,200),vit(15,200),vc(200)
c---------------------------------------
common/parl/RCKWRK(2000),RMCWRK(6000)
common/par2/P,RU,RUC,WT(15),WDOT(15), HMS(15),
# CPBMS,CPMS(15),RHOG,xik(15,200)
common/tdatl/IMCWRK(100), ICKWRK(2000),NLIN(15)
common/tdat2/EPS( 15),SIG(15),DIP(15),POL(15),ZROT(15),
# DTH(15),COND,DM(15),Dkm(15,15)
c
common/xxx/eqc(3,200),si(15,200),sms(15)
common/dasl/al(1500,3),bl(1500),tl(1500,3)
common/tcon/iout,ncount
c
c Dimensions foa DASSL
DIMENSION Y(MXNEQ),YPRIME(MXNEQ),RTOL(MXNEQ),ATOL(MXNEQ),
* RWORK(LENRW),IWORK(LENIW)
DIMENSION INFO(20),RPAR(2),IPAR(5)
C
LOGICAL IERR
CHARACTER CCKWRK(100)*16, KSYM(15)*16
C---------------------------------------
C
C *****open CHEMKIN & TRANSPORT link files
OPEN (LINKCK,STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED', FILE='cklink')
OPEN (LINKTP,STATUS='OLD', FORM='UNFORMATTED', FILE='tplink')
c
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c ***** open output & solution files ****
C
open (2,status='unknown',file='gxl.out')
open (3,status='unknown',file='gx2.out')
open (6,status='unknown',file='gxe.out')
c---------------------------------------
c gl.out,g2.out: mesh, T, Yik for KG plot
C-
C
C INITIALIZE CHEMIKIN
C
CALL CKINIT(LENICK, LENRCK, LENCCK, LINKCK, LOUT, ICKWRK,
1 RCKWRK, CCKWRK)
CALL CKINDX(ICKWRK, RCKWRK, MM, KK, II, NFIT)
IF (KK .GT. 15) THEN
WRITE (LOUT, 1000) 15
STOP
1000 format(/,lx,'l5 needs to be increased! at least',/)
ENDIF
C
CALL CKSYMS(CCKWRK, LOUT, KSYM, IERR)
CALL CKWT(ICKWRK, RCKWRK, WT)
CALL CKRP(ICKWRK, RCKWRK, RU, RUC, PATM)
P =PATM
c
c Initialize Transport
C
call MCINIT(LINKTP,LOUT,LENIMC,LENRMC,IMCWRK,RMCWRK)
call MCPRAM(IMCWRK,RMCWRKEPS,SIGDIP,POL,ZROT,NLIN)
c
c initialization of data for solid & gas subroutines
c-----gas phase ncomp(max)=15 nxel(max)=199
nxel=48
nnx=nxel+l
nrhs=l
ncomp=KK
nrxn=II
axis=1.8
c axis=8.0
d=0.018
c d=0.4
xfact=2.35
c xfact=2.6
to=298.15
tp=2500.0
c to=1500.0
c tp=2300.0
po2=1.0
c
c###### Values for DASSL paramters ,
C
lrw=lenrw
liw=leniw
ml-mxml
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mu=mxmu
neq=nnx*ncomp
do 510 i=1,15
510 info(i)=O
info(6)=l
c info(7)=l
c rwork(2)=5.0e-6
c info(10)=l
c info(11)=1
info(2)=1
iwork(l)=ML
iwork(2)=MU
nco2=3*nnx
nob=nco2+1
ne=nnx*(ncomp- 1)
nn=ne+l
precl=1.Oe-10
prec2= 1.Oe- 12
prec3=1.0e-8
prec4=1 .Oe- 12
do 511 i=1,nco2
rtol(i)=prec 1
atol(i)=prec2
511 continue
do 512 i=nob,ne
rtol(i)=prec3
atol(i)=prec4
512 continue
do 514 i=nn,neq
rtol(i)=prec 1
atol(i)=prec2
514 continue
c
call yinit(y,yprime,rpar,ipar)
iout--O
ncount=0
nout= 10
fact=0.2
ti=--O.O
tout=l ,Oe-9
dtout=l.Oe-9
evalue=l.Oe-12
c do 111 iout= ,nout
111 continue
iout=iout+l
ipar(l)=0
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ipar(2)=O
c##### Routine for DASPK
call ddassl(res,neq,ti,y,yprime,tout,info,rtol,atol,
# idid,rwork,lrw,iwork,liw,rpar,ipar,jac)
write(6,*) 'idid= ',idid
if (idid.eq.-l) then
iout=iout- 1
icon=O
c adjust mesh to have more grids where dT is big
call amesh(y,yprime,icon)
if (icon.eq.1) then
write(6,*) 'Number of meshes(nnx)= ', nnx
neq=nnx*ncomp
ne=nnx*(ncomp- 1)
nn=ne+l
nco2=3*nnx
nob=nco2+1
do 521 i=l,nco2
rtol(i)=prec 1
atol(i)=prec2
521 continue
do 522 i=nob,ne
rtol(i)=prec3
atol(i)=prec4
522 continue
do 524 i=nn,neq
rtol(i)=prec 1
atol(i)=prec2
524 continue
info(l)=O
goto 111
elseif (icon.eq.O) then
info(l)=l
goto 111
endif
elseif (idid.eq.3) then
write(6,*) 'Program finished successfully!'
elseif (idid.eq.-2) then
write(6,*) 'error limit adjusted!'
else
write(6,*) 'error occurred !'
stop
endif
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write(6,*) 'fact= ',fact,' tout= ',tout
in=O
it=0
c-.-----Store the solution back to Yi, T
do 113 ir=l,nnx
esum=0.0
ytot=0.0
do 199 ic=l,ncomp-1
in=(ic- l)*nnx+ir
yik(ic,ir)=y(in)
ytot=ytot+yik(ic,ir)
if (yik(ic,ir).lt.0.0) then
yerr=evalue-yik(ic,ir)
esum=esum+yerr
yik(ic,ir)=evalue
endif
1]99 continue
c do 188 ic=l,ncomp-1
c yik(ic,ir)=yik(ic,ir)/( 1 .+(ytot+esum)/ytot*esum)
c 188 continue
113 continue
do 117 ir=1,nnx
in=(ncomp- 1 )*nnx+ir
t(ir)=y(in)*tp
117 continue
c-------Calculate yn2
do 408 ir =1,nnx
ysum=0.0
do 409 ic=l,ncomp-1
ysum=ysum+yik(ic,ir)
409 continue
yik(ncomp,ir)= 1.0-ysum
if (yik(ncomp,ir).lt.evalue) then
yik(ncomp,ir)=evalue
do 419 ic=1,ncomp-1
yik(ic,ir)=yik(ic,ir)/(ysum+evalue)
419 continue
endif
408 continue
c-------End of yn2
c------------------------------------
c print solutions
C------------------------------------
write(2,*) 'TOUT= ',tout
write(3,*) 'TOUT= ',tout
do 95 i=l,nodtol
write(2,1005) x(i),t(i),yik( 1 ,i),yik(2,i),yik(3,i)
# ,yik(ncomp- 1,i),yik(ncomp,i)
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write(3,1006) yik(4,i),yik(5,i),yik(6,i),yik(7,i),yik(8,i),
# yik(9,i),yik(10,i)
95 continue
write(2,*) '
write(3,*) ' '
1005 format(f9.6,f8.2,5fl 1.7)
1006 format(7f 11.7)
tout=tout*(l.+fact)
if (iout.lt.nout) then
goto 111
endif
stop
end
SUBROUTINE amesh(y,yprime,icon)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik( 15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat3/iband
common/mat4/axis,xfact
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
dimension ni(50),xnew(50),tnew(50),tpmnew(50),
# yinew(50,15),ypmnew(50,15),nr(50)
dimension y(3200), yprime(3200)
dimension tpm(200), ypm(15,200)
in=0
c --. Store the solution back to Yi, T
do 113 ir=l,nnx
do 199 ic=l,ncomp-1
in=(ic- 1)*nnx+ir
yik(ic,ir)=y(in)
ypm(ic,ir)=yprime(in)
199 continue
113 continue
do 117 ir=l,nnx
in=(ncomp- l)*nnx+ir
t(ir)=y(in)*tp
tpm(ir)=yprime(in)
117 continue
c---------------------------------------
c Remove meshes
c nv: # of meshes to be removed
c nr(nv): mesh number where needs to be reduced
c scan all the points to adjust the mesh at one time
c---------------------------------------
nv=0
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do 248 mi=1,50
nr(mi)=0
248 continue
dtmin=O.O5*(tp-to)/float(nxel)
do 250 i=l,nxel
dtdr=abs(t(i)-t(i+ 1))
if (dtdr.lt.dtmin) then
ndi= i-nr(nv)
if(ndi.ge.2) then
nv=nv+1
nr(nv)=i
write(6,*) 'nv=',nv,' nr=',i
endif
endif
250 continue
c if (nv.eq.1) go to 285
nxv=nv
c remove meshes
if (nv.gt.O) then
nxel=nxel-nxv
nnx=nnx-nxv
nv=l
do 260 ip= 1,nnx
nrnv=nr(nv)
ik=ip+nv- 1
if (ik.eq.nrnv) then
x(ip)=x(ip+nv)
t(ip)=t(ip+nv)
tpm(ip)=tpm(ip+nv)
do 270 ic=l,ncomp
yik(ic,ip)=yik(ic,ip+nv)
ypm(ic,ip)=ypm(ic,ip+nv)
270 continue
nv=nv+1
else
x(ip)=x(ip+nv- 1)
t(ip)=t(ip+nv- 1)
tpm(ip)=tpm(ip+nv- 1)
do 280 ic=l,ncomp-1
yik(ic,ip)=yik(ic,ip+nv- 1)
ypm(ic,ip)=ypm(ic,ip+nv- 1)
280 continue
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endif
260 continue
endif
c 285 continue
c-----insert meshes
nz=0O
do 298 mi=1,50
ni(mi)=0
298 continue
dtmax=4.0*(tp-to)/float(nxel)
do 300 i=l,nxel
dtdr=abs(t(i)-t(i+ 1))
if (dtdr.gt.dtmax) then
nz=nz+l
ni(nz)=i
write(6,*) 'nz= ',nz,' ni= ',i
c nz: # of meshes to be inserted
c ni: mesh number where needs to be increased
c scan all the points to adjust the mesh at one time
c-- ---calculate med value
xnew(nz)=--0.5*(x(i+ 1 )+x(i))
wfl=x(i)*(x(i+l )-xnew(nz))/(xnew(nz)*(x(i+ 1 l)-x(i)))
wf2=x(i+ 1 )*(xnew(nz)-x(i))/(xnew(nz)*(x(i+1 )-x(i)))
tnew(nz)=wf 1 *T(i)+wf2*T(i+ 1 )
tpmnew(nz)=wf 1 *tpm(i)+wf2*tpm(i+ 1 )
do 310 ic=l,ncomp- 
yinew(nz,ic)=wfl *yik(ic,i)+wf2*yik(ic,i+1)
ypmnew(nz,ic)=wfl *ypm(ic,i)+wf2*ypm(ic,i+ 1 )
310 continue
endif
300 continue
nx=nz
c insert meshes
if (nz.gt.0) then
do 320 is=l,nnx
ip=nnx-is+l
ninz=ni(nz)
if (ip.eq.ninz) then
x(ip+nz)=xnew(nz)
t(ip+nz)=tnew(nz)
tpm(ip+nz)=tpmnew(nz)
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do 330 ic=l,ncomp
yik(ic,ip+nz)=yinew(nz,ic)
ypm(ic,ip+nz)=ypmnew(nz,ic)
330 continue
nz=nz-1
endif
x(ip+nz)=x(ip)
t(ip+nz)=t(ip)
tpm(ip+nz)=tpm(ip)
do 340 ic= 1,ncomp- 1
yik(ic,ip+nz)=yik(ic,ip)
ypm(ic,ip+nz)=ypm(ic,ip)
340 continue
320 continue
nxel=nxel+nx
nnx=nnx+nx
endif
if (nxv.gt.O.or.nx.gt.0) t]
icon=l
in=0
do 10 ic=l,ncomp-1
do 11 ir=l,nnx
in=(ic- 1)*nnx+ir
y(in)=yik(ic,ir)
yprime(in)=ypm(ic,ir)
11 continue
10 continue
do 20 ir=l,nnx
in=(ncomp- 1)*nnx+ir
y(in)=t(ir)/tp
yprime(in)=tpm(ir)
write(6,*) 'x(',ir,')=
c write(6,*) 'x(',ir,')=
20 continue
',x(ir),'TCir,')= ',t(ir)
',x(ir),'Tpm(',ir,')= ',tpm(ir)
endif
return
end
c---------------------------------------
c This sub-program calculates the temperature and concentration
c distribution in the boundary layer.
c - Galerkin FEM is used in this modeling.
c * linear basis function is used.
c -- For the thermodynamic and transport data, the package from
c Sandia National Lab has been used
c MADE BY Chun-hyuk Lee, Apr-May 1992
C---------------------------------------
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SUBROUTINE gas(time,y)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/mat 1l/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat3fiband
common/mat4/axis,xfact
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat l/conv,eff,rc,fco,d,qcon
c common/dat2/dtold
common/dat3/rkg,po2
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
common/dat5/viy( 15,200),vit( 15,200),vc(200)
C---------------------------------------
common/par 1/RCKWRK(2000),RMCWRK(6000)
common/par2/P,RU,RUC,WT( 15),WDOT(15), HMS(15),
# CPBMS,CPMS(15),RHOG,xik(15,200)
common/tdatl/IMCWRK(100), ICKWRK(2000),NLIN(15)
common/tdat2/EPS( 15),SIG(15),DIP( 15),POL(15),ZROT( 15),
# DTH(15),COND,DM(15),Dkm(15,15)
C
common/xxx/eqc(3,200),si(15,200),sms(15)
common/dasl/al(1500,3),bl( 1500),tl(1500,3)
common/tcon/iout,ncount
c- .-----set dimension for local variables
c ncomp(max)=15, nxel(max)=199
dimension ttmp(200),wtm(200)
dimension Te(200), yie(15), xie(15),eqkc(3)
dimension y(3200)
c ------set errors limit------------------------
error=l.Oe-9
evalue= 1.0e- 12
delx=l.Oe-14
c
c ***** calculate various parameters *****
c
nnx=nxel+l
nuc=nnx+l
nlc=nnx+l
iband=3
nodtol=nnx
nntol=nxel
fco=1 ./(1 .+0.02*po2 **0.2 1 *exp(6000./(1 .987*tp)))
c rc=0.0336
c rc=0.02
c rc=O.O
rc=0.05
in=0
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it=0O
c -------Store the solution back to Yi, T
do 113 ir=l,nnx
esum=0.0
ytot=0.0
do 199 ic=l,ncomp-l
in=(ic- l)*nnx+ir
yik(ic,ir)=y(in)
ytot=ytot+yik(ic,ir)
if (yik(ic,ir).lt.0.0) then
yerr=evalue-yik(ic,ir)
esum=esum+yerr
yik(ic,ir)=evalue
endif
199 continue
c do 188 ic=l,ncomp-1
c yik(ic,ir)=yik(ic,ir)/( 1 .+(ytot+esum)/ytot*esum)
c 188 continue
113 continue
do 117 ir=l,nnx
in=(ncomp- 1l)*nnx+ir
c t(ir)=y(in)
t(ir)=y(in)*tp
117 continue
c------ Calculate yn2
do 408 ir =1,nnx
ysum=0.0
do 409 ic= 1,ncomp-1
ysum=ysum+yik(ic,ir)
409 continue
yik(ncomp,ir)= 1.0-ysum
if (yik(ncomp,ir).lt.evalue) then
yik(ncomp,ir)=evalue
do 419 ic=l,ncomp-1
yik(ic,ir)=yik(ic,ir)/(ysum+evalue)
419 continue
endif
408 continue
c------ End of yn2
c ***** form the matrix a and the vector b *****
c ***** iterate over components *****
C
suml=0.0
sum2=0.0
c
c ----- call CHEMKIN & TRANSPORT subroutines -----
c
do 77 ir=l,nnx
do 771 ic=l,ncomp
yi(ic)=yik(ic,ir)
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77 1 continue
call CKYTX(yi,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,xi)
do 772 ic= 1,ncomp
xik(ic,ir)=xi(ic)
772 continue
77 continue
c
c
do 88 ir=l,nnx
c---------------------------------------
do 881 ic=l,ncomp
yi(ic)=yik(ic,ir)
881 continue
c ---------------------------------------
c call CKMMWY(yi,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,wtmm)
c wtm(ir)=wtmm
c-- -----
call CKRHOY(P,T(ir),yi,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,RHOG)
rho(ir)=RHOG
c vr(ir)=x(l)**2*rc/(x(ir)**2*rho(ir))
vr(ir)=rc*fco*RU*T(ir)/(24.0*P*RHOG*(x(ir))
# **2.)*rho(1)*x(1)**2
c vr(ir)=0.0
call CKCPBS(T(ir),yi,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,CPBMS)
cpg(ir)=CPBMS
call CKWYP(P,T(ir),yi,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,WDOT)
call CKCPMS(T(ir),ICKWRK,RCKWRK,CPMS)
call CKHMS(T(ir),ICKWRK,RCKWRK,HMS)
do 883 ic=l,ncomp
ri(ic,ir)=WT(ic)* WDOT(ic)
cpi(ic,ir)=CPMS (ic)
hi(ic,ir)=HMS(ic)
883 continue
callMCMCDT(P,T(ir),xi,IMCWRK,RMCWRK,ICKWRK,RCKWRK,DTH,COND)
rhamda(ir)=COND
call MCADIF(P,T(ir),xi,RMCWRK,DM)
c .--if ir=nnx
if (ir.eq.nnx) then
vi(ic,ir)=0.9*vi(ic,ir- 1)
vit(ic,ir)=--0.9*vit(ic,ir- 1)
viy(ic,ir)=0.9*viy(ic,ir- 1)
vc(ir)=0.9*vc(ir- 1)
go to 88
endif
c-------end if ir=nnx
sumvi=--0.0
do 884 ic=l,ncomp
c if (xi(ic).lt.evalue) then
c xi(ic)=evalue
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c endif
c if (yi(ic).lt.evalue) then
c yi(ic)=evalue
c endif
c-.----calculate yik & T at x+dx value
xdel=x(ir)+0.00001 0000
wfl =x(ir)*(x(ir+1 )-xdel)/(xdel*(x(ir+1)-x(ir)))
wf2=x(ir+1 ')*(xdel-x(ir))/(xdel*(x(ir+1)-x(ir)))
c yikdel=wf 1 *yik(ic,ir)+wf2*yik(ic,ir+ 1)
yikdel=wf 1 *xik(ic,ir)+wf2*xik(ic,ir+ 1 )
Tdel=wf 1 *T(ir)+wf2*T(ir+ 1 )
c delxik=(xik(ic,ir+ 1)-xik(ic,ir))
delxik=yikdel-yik(ic,ir)
c----- Set minimum value of delxik
c if (delxik.lt.delx.and.ic.eq. 1) then
c delxik=delx
c endif
c-----End of delxik
c vi(ic,ir)=-DM(ic)*delxik/((xdel-x(ir))*xi(ic))
vi(ic,ir)=-DM(ic)*dexik/(xdel-x(ir))
# -DTH(ic)*(Tdel-t(ir))/((xdel-x(ir))
# *rho(ir)*T(ir))
vit(ic,ir)=DTH(ic)*(Tdel-t(ir))/((xdel-x(ir))
# *T(ir))
viy(ic,ir)=rho(ir)*DM(ic)
c-----Calculation of Vc
sumvi=sumvi-vi(ic,ir)
884 continue
c ---- Correcting Vi
c if (ir.eq.1) then
c temp=t(1)
c rkg=- 1.*rho(1)*yik(l1,1)*(vi(1,1)+vr(1))*12.01 1
c # /31.9988*(1.+xco)
c if (rkg.lt.0.0) rkg=1.Oe-12
c call solidktemp)
c endif
vc(ir)=sumvi
do 885 ic=l,ncomp
vi(ic,ir)=vi(ic,ir)+vc(ir)*yik(ic,ir)
885 continue
cc.----End of correcting
88 continue
c-------------
c
c ***** solve Species Conservation equations *****
c
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in=O
it=0O
do 99 ic=1,ncomp-1
call domi(ic)
call bound(ic)
c store matrix to al(*), bl(*), and tl(*)
do 103 ir=l,nnx
in=(ic- l)*nnx+ir
bl(in)=b(ir)
do 104 icol=l,iband
al(in,icol)=a(ir,icol)
104 continue
103 continue
call tmati(ic)
do 105 ir=l,nnx
it=(ic-l)*nnx+ir
do 106 icol=l,iband
tl(it,icol)=a(ir,icol)
106 continue
105 continue
99 continue
c
c
call domit
call boundt
c store matrix to al(*), bl(*), and tl(*)
do 107 ir=l,nnx
in=(ncomp- 1)*nnx+ir
bl(in)=b(ir)
do 108 icol=l,iband
al(in,icol)=a(ir,icol)
108 continue
107 continue
call tmat
do 109 ir=l,nnx
it=(ncomp-l)*nnx+ir
do 110 icol=1,iband
tl(it,icol)=a(ir,icol)
110 continue
109 continue
return
end
subroutine solid(temp)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/dat 1/conv,eff,rc,xco,d,qcon
common/dat3/rkg,po2
common/sdat/tmax,wc0
c---------------------------------------
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c initial diameter
dO=180.e-4
c initial density
sdenO=0.56
pei=3.141592
wcO=pei*dO**3.*sdenO/6.
c power of the mass ratio
a-=0.25
b=(1.-a)/3.
c gas coefficinet
rg=1.987
rgc=82.05
cc---initializing data------------------------------------
tg=to
c x:conversion tor:tortuisity wo2:molecular weight of 02
c po2:partial pressure of 02 (atm)
tor=3.
wo2=32.
po2=1.0
emm=0.85
sig=5.676e-12
abs=0.85
flux=300.
if ((temp.gt. 1300.).or.(fl.lt.0.)) flux=O.
cc--------------------------------------
c calculate conversion
c x=l.-wc/wcO
x=0.01
conv=x
c calculate CO rxn fraction
xco= 1 ./(1.+0.02 *po2 **0.2 1 *exp(6000./(rg*temp)))
c stoichiometric const
xx=12.01 1*(.+xco)
c intrinsic rxn rate coefficient
rks=0. 184*exp(-33000./(rg*temp))
c external mass transfer coefficient
d=dO*(l.-x)**b
sden=sdenO*(l.-x)**a
c rkg=2.*db/(d*rgc*tm)*xx*factm
por=(l.-sden/2.15)
c sg: internal surface area
c sg=(4.85*x**3-5.5566*x**2+0.8215*x+0.8688)*1.e7
c Surface area fitted by 7 th order polynomia (500m^2/g)
Sg=l.e4*(920.9089+2661.0706*x-27273.1303*x**2+1 12965.3388*x**3
# -253322.8987*x**4+312434.9020*x**5-199151.1856*x**6
# +51245.1435*x**7)
c calculate thiele modulus
c dk=19400.*por/(sg*sden)*(temp/wo2)**0.5
c dbp= 1.0255e-5*temp** 1.75
c de= 1./(l./dbp+l./dk)
c deff=por*de/tor
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c pi=(d/6.)*(sden*sg*rks*rgc*temp/(deff*xx))**0.5
c calculate effectiveness factor
c if (pi.lt. 1.e-3) then
eff=1.0
c elseif (pi.gt.l.e3) then
c eff=l./pi
c else
c eff=(1 ./tanh(3.*pi)- 1 ./(3.*pi))/pi
c endif
c calculate carbon consumption rate
rc=po2/( 1./rkg+ 1./(eff*rks*sg*sden*d/6.))
c calculate convective heat transfer coefficient
c ck=10.4e-5+5.56e-7*tm
c h=2.*ck/d
c calculate heat of rxn
heatl =-(-26416+3.21 *(temp-tg)+0.24e-3*(temp**2-tg**2)
&+0.09e5*( 1 ./tg- 1./temp))*4.184/12.011
heat2=-(-9405 1+3.41 *(temp-tg)+0.55e-3*(temp**2-tg**2)
&- 1.66e5*(1./tg- 1./temp))*4.184/12.01 1
heat=heat 1 *xco+heat2*(1.-xco)
c calculate Cp of Superocarb
cp=0.92+4.7e-4**temp
c calculate correction factor due to Stefan flow for heat transfer
c cpo2=(7.16+1 .e-3*tm-0.4e5/tm**2)*4.184
c bc=-1.*0.5*xco*rc*d*cpo2/(2.* 12.01 1*ck)
c if (dabs(bc).lt.l.e-2) then
c fact=l.
c else
c fact=bc/(exp(bc)- 1.)
c endif
c-----ODEs
c fl =(abs*flux/4.+rc*heat-h*(temp-tm)*fact-sig*emm*(temp**4-tg**4))
c &/(sden*d*cp/6.)
return
end
c
c
c
subroutine domi(ic)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat3/iband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
common/dat5/viy(15,200),vit(15,200),vc(200)
dimension temp(2,2),templ(2)
dimension nm(2)
c
c *** initialize the stiffness matrix and load vector ***
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c
do 420 i=l,nodtol
b(i)=O.
do 410 j=l,iband
a(i,j)=O.
410 continue
420 continue
c
c ***** iterate over elements in domain *****
c
do 4100 nelem= l,nntol
nm(l)=nelem
nm(2)=nm(l)+l
c
c ***** initialize working matrices for element integration *****
c
do 440 iw=1,2
temp 1 (iw)=O.0
do 440 jw=1,2
temp(iw,jw)=0.0
440 continue
c
c ***** calculate integral of derivatives *****
c
do 460 iw =1,2
c---------------------------------------
c if vit.ne.0 then we should make loop like I
c templ(iw)=templ(iw)-vit** I
c do--- lw=1,2 I
c templ(iw)=templ(iw)+ ri*pkpl(--,iw,lw)
c---------------------------------------
do 465 lw=1,2
temp 1 l(iw)=temp 1 l(iw)+ri(ic,nm(iw))*pkpl(nm( 1 ),nm(2),iw,lw)
C----
465 continue
temp 1 (iw)=temp 1 (iw)
# +rho(nm(iw))*vc(nm(iw))*yik(ic,nm(iw))
# *dpl(nm(l),nm(2),iw)
# -vit(ic,nm(iw))*dpl(nm(1),nm(2),iw)
c----
do 460 jw =1,2
temp(iwjw)=temp(iwjw)+rho(nm(iw))*vr(nm(iw))
# *dpkpl(nm(l),nm(2),iw,jw)
# +viy(ic,nm(iw))*dpkdpl(nm(1),nm(2),iw,jw)
c-----Add corrective diffusion velocity term
c # -rho(nm(iw))*vc(nm(iw))*pkdpl(nm(l),nm(2),iwjw)
460 continue
c
c ***** stor the element integration matrix and vector in
c ***** the global matrix a and vecotr b
c
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do 490 i=1,2
irow=nm(i)
b(irow)=b(irow)+temp 1(i)
do 490 j=1,2
icol=nm(j)
iloc=icol-irow+2
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+temp(i,j)
490 continue
4100 continue
return
end
c
c
c
c
subroutine bound(ic)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/mat 1l/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik( 15,200)
common/mat3fiband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat 1/conv,eff,rc,fco,d,qcon
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi( 15,200),ri(1 5,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(1 5),yi(15)
C---------------------------------------
c ic=1:02 2:CO 3:C02 4:0 5:H2 6:H 7:OH 8:HO2 9:H202
c 10:H20 11:HCO NCOMP:N2
c-
c insert boundary conditions at the boundary r=Ro
c
c ***** store boundary conditions in global matrix *****
c
irow=1
iloc=2
flux=0.0
if (ic.eq. 1) then
flux--rc*(fco-2.)*4./3.
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+rho(l)*vr(l)*x(1)**2
elseif (ic.eq.2) then
flux=rc*fco*7./3.
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+rho(1)*vr(1)*x(1)**2
elseif (ic.eq.3) then
flux=rc*(l.-fco)* 11./3.
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+rho(1)*vr(1)*x(1)**2
endif
c------
if (ic.gt.3) flux=--0.
c-------
b(irow)=b(irow)+x(1)**2*flux
return
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end
c
c
c
subroutine domit
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik( 15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat3/iband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
dimension temp(2,2),temp 1(2)
dimension nm(2)
c
c ***** initialize the stiffness matrix and load vector *****
c
do 20 i=l,nodtol
b(i)=O.
do 10 j=l,iband
afi,j)=O.
10 continue
20 continue
c
c ***** iterate over elements in domain *****
c
do 100 nelem= 1l,nntol
nm(l)=nelem
nm(2)=nm(l)+l
c
c ***** initialize working matrices for element integration *****
c
do 40 iw=1,2
templ(iw)=0.0
do 40 jw=1,2
temp(iw,jw)=O.O
40 continue
c
c ***** calculate integral of derivatives *****
c
do 60 iw =1,2
c---- ----------------
c suml--0.0
c do 62 icc=l,ncomp
c suml=suml+ri(icc,nm(l))*hi(icc,nm(l))
c 62 continue
c temp 1 (iw)=temp 1 (iw)-sum 1 *pl(nm(l ),nm(2),iw)
c.-----------------------------------
do 601 lw=1,2
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do 601 ic=1,ncomp
temp 1 (iw)=temp 1 (iw)-hi(ic,nm(iw))*ri(ic,nm(iw))
# /(tp*cpg(nm(iw)))*pkpl(nm( 1 ),nm(2),iw,lw)
601 continue
do 60 jw =1,2
sum=0.0
do 61 icc=1 ,ncomp
sum=sum+vi(icc,nm(iw))*cpi(icc,nm(iw))
61 continue
temp(iw,jw)=temp(iw,jw)+rho(nm(iw))*(vr(nm(iw))
# +sum/cpg(nm(iw)))*dpkpl(nm(1 ),nm(2),iw,jw)
# +rhamda(nm(iw))/cpg(nm(iw))*dpkdpl(nm( 1),nm(2),iw,jw)
60 continue
c
c ***** stor the element integration matrix and vector in
c ***** the global matrix a and vecotr b
c
do 90 i=1,2
irow=nm(i)
b(irow)=b(irow)+temp 1 (i)
do 90 j=1,2
icol=nm(j)
iloc=icol-irow+2
a(irow,iloc)=a(,irow,iloc)+temp(i,j)
90 continue
1(X) continue
return
end
c
c
c
c
subroutine boundt
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat3fiband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
C------------------------------....
c insert boundary conditions at the boundary r=Ro
C -------------------------------
c **** store boundary conditions in global matrix ***
irow=1
b(irow)=tp/tp
do 119 icol=l,iband
a(irow,icol)=0.0
1 19 continue
a(irow,2)= 1.0
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C ---------------------------------------
c insert essential b.c. at the boundary r=Roo
C---------------------------------------
irow=nnx
b(irow)=to/tp
do 120 icol=l,iband
a(irow,icol)=0.0
120 continue
a(irow,2)= 1.0
return
end
c
c=======FUNCTIONS=
FUNCTION dpkpl(nml,nm2,kk,l1)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
if (kk.eq. 1.and.ll.eq. 1) then
dpkpl=x(nm2)*x(nml )**2/(x(nm2)-x(nm 1 ))-(x(nm2)*x(nml )
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nm1))
endif
if (kk.eq.l.and.ll.eq.2) then
dpkpl=-x(nm2)**2*x(nml)/(x(n(n2)x(nm(nml))+(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml )))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.ll.eq. 1) then
dpkpl=-x(nm2)*x(nm 1 )**2/(x(nm2)-x(nml ))+(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.ll.eq.2) then
dpkpl=x(nm2)**2*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nml))-(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
return
end
FUNCTION pkdpl(nml ,nm2,kk,11)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
if (kk.eq. l.and.ll.eq. 1) then
pkdpl=x(nm2)*x(nml )**2/(x(nm2)-x(nml))-(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.l.and.ll.eq.2) then
pkdpl=-x(nm2)*x(nml)**2/(x(nm2)-x(nml))+
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.ll.eq. 1) then
pkdpl=-x(nm2)**2*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nml ))+(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.ll.eq.2) then
pkdpl=x(nm2)**2*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nm 1 ))-(x(nm2)*x(nml)
# /(x(nm2)-x(nml)))**2*log(x(nm2)/x(nml))
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endif
return
end
FUNCTION pl(nml,nm2,11)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik( 15,200)
if (11.eq. 1) then
pl=x(nm2)*x(nml)*0.5*(x(nml )+x(nm2))
# -(x(nml)**2+x(nml )*x(nm2)+x(nm2)**2)
endif
if (11.eq.2) then
pl=-x(nm2)*x(nml)*0.5*(x(nm )+x(nm2))
# +(x(nml)**2+x(nml)*x(nm2)+x(nm2)**2)
endif
return
end
FUNCTION dpl(nml,nm2,11)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
if (11.eq. 1) then
dpl=- 1.*x(nm2)*x(nml)
endif
if (11.eq.2) then
dpl=x(nm2)*x(nml)
endif
return
end
FUNCTION dpkdpl(nml ,nm2,kk,11)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
if (kk.eq. 1 l.and.ll.eq. 1) then
dpkdpl=x(nm2)*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nm 1))
endif
if (kk.eq.l.and.ll.eq.2) then
dpkdpl=-x(nm2)*x(nm1 )/(x(nm2)-x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.11l.eq. 1) then
dpkdpl=-x(nm2)*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nml))
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.1ll.eq.2) then
dpkdpl=x(nm2)*x(nml)/(x(nm2)-x(nm 1))
endif
return
end
FUNCTION pkpl(nml,nm2,kk,11)
common/mat l/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik( 15,200)
if (kk.eq.l.and.ll.eq.1) then
pkpl=l ./(x(nm2)-x(nml ))*(x(nm2)**2*x(nml )**2-x(nm2)
# *x(nml )**2*(x(nml )+x(nm2))+(1./3.)*x(nml)**2*(x(nm2)**2+
# x(nml)*x(nm2)+x(nml)**2))
endif
if ((kk.eq.l.and.ll.eq.2).or.(kk.eq.2.and.1ll.eq. 1)) then
pkpl=1 ./(x(nm2)-x(nml ))*(-1 ./3.*x(nml )*x(nm2)*(x(nm1 )**2+
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# x(nml)*x(nm2)+x(nm2)**2)+1./2.*x(nml)*x(nm2)*(x(nml)+
# x(nm2))**2-x(nml)**2*x(nm2)**2)
endif
if (kk.eq.2.and.1ll.eq.2) then
pkpl= ./(x(nm2)-x(nml))*(x(nml)**2*x(nm2)**2-x(nm2)
# **2*x(nml)*(x(nml)+x(nm2))+(1./3.)*x(nm2)**2*(x(nml )**2+
# x(nml)*x(nm2)+x(nm2)**2))
endif
return
end
c
c ***** END of FUNCTIONS *****
c
c-----Subroutines for time dependent calculation
SUBROUTINE tmati(ic)
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat3fiband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
dimension temp(2,2),temp1(2)
dimension nm(2)
c
c ***** initialize the stiffness matrix and load vector *****
c
do 20 i=l,nodtol
do 10 j=l,iband
a(i,j)=0.
10 continue
20 continue
c
c ***** iterate over elements in domain *****
c
do 100 nelem=l,nntol
nm(l)=nelem
nm(2)=nm(l)+l
c
c ***** initialize working matrices for element integration *****
c
do 40 iw=1,2
c templ(iw)=0.0
do 40 jw=1,2
temp(iw,jw)=0.0
40 continue
c
c ***** calculate integral of derivatives *****
c
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do 60 iw =1,2
do 60 jw =1,2
temp(iw,jw)=temp(iw,jw)+rho(nm(iw))*pkpl(nm( ),nm(2),iw,jw)
60 continue
c
c ***** stor the element integration matrix and vector in
c ***** the global matrix a and vecotr b
c
do 90 i=1,2
irow=nm(i)
do 90 j=1,2
icol=nm(j)
iloc=icol-irow+2
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+temp(i,j)
90 continue
1(H) continue
return
end
SUBROUTINE tmat
implicit real (a-h,o-z)
common/mat 1l/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat3/iband
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat4/rho(200),vr(200),vi(,15,200),ri(15,200),cpg(200),
# cpi(15,200),rhamda(200),hi(15,200),xi(15),yi(15)
dimension temp(2,2),temp1(2)
dimension nm(2)
c
c ***** initialize the stiffness matrix and load vector *****
c
do 20 i=1,nodtol
do 10 j=l,iband
a(i,j)=0.
10 continue
20 continue
c
c ***** iterate over elements in domain *****
c
do 100 nelem=1,nntol
nm(1)=nelem
nm(2)=nm(1')+1
c
c ***** initialize working matrices for element integration ****
c
do 40 iw=1,2
do 40 jw=1,2
temp(iw,jw)=0.0
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40 continue
c
c ***** calculate integral of derivatives *****
c
do 60 iw =1,2
do 60 jw =1,2
temp(iw,jw)=temp(iw,jw)+rho(nm(iw))*pkpl(nm( ),nm(2),iw,jw)
60 continue
c
c ***** stor the element integration matrix and vector in
c ***** the global matrix a and vecotr b
c
do 90 i=1,2
irow=nm(i)
do 90 j=1,2
icol=nm(j)
iloc=icol-irow+2
a(irow,iloc)=a(irow,iloc)+temp(i,j)
90 continue
100 continue
return
end
SUBROUTINE yinit(y,yprime,rpar,ipar)
implicit real(a-h, o-z)
common/matl/a(200,3),b(200),t(200),x(200),yik(15,200)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat4/axis,xfact
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dat /conv,eff,rc,xco,d,qcon
dimension y(3200), yprime(3200), rpar(2), ipar(5)
c
c set r coordinate
c
c
do 703 i=1,nnx
x(i)=0.5 *axis*(float(i- 1)/float(nxel))
# **xfact+d/2.
703 continue
c ndiv=60
c ddiv=d* 1.5
c do 703 i=l,ndiv
c x(i)=d/2.+(float(i- 1)/float(ndiv- 1))** 1.5*ddiv
c 703 continue
c do 702 i=ndiv+l,nnx
c x(i)=(axis/2.+d/2.-x(ndiv))*(float(i-ndiv)/
c # float(nnx-ndiv))**1.6 +x(ndiv)
c 702 continue
c
yh2o=0.035
yo2=0.99-yh2o
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c yo2=0.23292
yn2=0.01
c yn2=0.76708
c yn2=0.76708-yh2o
yio=l.Oe-12
c***** initial condition for species ***
C
do 705 ic-4,ncomp-2
do 705 i=l,nnx
c yik(ic,i)=yio
yik(ic,i)=yio* 10.*(( l ./x(i)- 1 ./x(nnx))/
# (1./x(l)- l./x(nnx)))**0.655+yio
705 continue
do 706 i=1,nnx
t(i)=((tp-to)*((l./x(i)- l./x(nnx))/
# (1 ./x(1)- 1./x(nnx)))**0.8+to)/tp
c yik(l ,i)=-0.09*((l ./x(i)- l./x(nnx))/
c # (1./x(l)-l ./x(nnx)))**0.655+yo2
c yik(2,i)=0.08*((1./x(i)- l./x(nnx))/
c # (l./x(l1)- 1./x(nnx)))**0.655+yio
c yik(3,i)=0.01 *((l ./x(i)- l./x(nnx))/
c # (l./x(l)-l ./x(nnx)))**0.655+yio
c yik(ncomp- l ,i)=-O.00001 *((./x(i)- 1./x(nnx))/
c # (./x(l)- l./x(nnx)))**0.655+yh2o
c yik(ncomp,i)=l .O-yik(2,i)-yik(3,i)-yik( l,i)
cc yik(ncomp,i)=-0.4*((1./x(i)- l./x(nnx))/
cc # (l./x(l)-l ./x(nnx)))**0.655+yn2
yik(l ,i)=yo2
yik(2,i)=yio
yik(3,i)=yio
yik(ncomp- 1l,i)=yh2o
yik(ncomp,i)=yn2
7(06 continue
in--O
do 10 ic=1,ncomp- 
do 11 ir=l,nnx
in=(ic- 1)*nnx+ir
y(in)=yik(ic,ir)
yprime(in)=O.O
11 continue
10 continue
do 20 ir=1,nnx
in=(ncomp- l)*nnx+ir
y(in)=t(ir)
yprime(in)=O.O
20 continue
return
end
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SUBROUTINE res(t,y,yprime,delta,ires,rpar,ipar)
implicit real(a-h,o-z)
common/mat2/tp,to
common/mat5/nnx,nxel,nntol,nodtol,nrhs,ncomp,nrxn
common/dasl/al( 1500,3),bl( 1500),tl(1500,3)
dimension y(3200),yprime(3200),rpar(2),ipar(5),delta(3200)
ne=nnx*(ncomp- 1)
nn=ne+ 1
neq=nnx*ncomp
no2= 1 *nnx
nco=2*nnx
nco2=3*nnx
nh2o=(ncomp- 1l)*nnx
yio=l.Oe-12
yh2o0=0.0350
c yo2=0.23292
yo2=0.99-yh2o
c ncall=ipar(1)
c nnum=ipar(2)
c if (ncall.eq.0) then
call gas(t,y)
c nnum=nnum+1
c if (nnum.eq.50) then
c ipar(1)=l
c endif
c endif
do 10 i=l,ne
nposi=mod(i,nnx)
if (nposi.eq.1) then
c delta(i)=tl(i,2)*yprime(i)+tl(i,3)*yprime(i+ 1)+
delta(i)=(tl(i,2)+tl(i,3))*yprime(i)+
# al(i,2)*y(i)+al(i,3)*y(i+1)-bl(i)
elseif (nposi.eq.0) then
if(i.eq.no2) then
delta(i)=y(i)-yo2
elseif (i.eq.nh2o) then
delta(i)=y(i)-yh2o
else
delta(i)=y(i)-yio
endif
else
c delta(i)=tl(i, 1 )*yprime(i- 1 )+tl(i,2)*yprime(i)+
c # tl(i,3)*yprime(i+l)+al(i,1)*y(i-l)+al(i,2)*y(i)
delta(i)=(tl(i, 1 )+tl(i,2)+tl(i,3))*yprime(i)
# +al(i,l)*y(i-l )+al(i,2)*y(i)
# +al(i,3)*y(i+1)-bl(i)
endif
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10 continue
do 20 i=nn, neq
if (i.eq.nn) then
delta(i)=y(i)-tp/tp
elseif (i.eq.neq) then
delta(i)=y(i)-to/tp
else
c delta(i)=tl(i, 1 )*yprime(i- 1 )+tl(i,2)*yprime(i)+
c # tl(i,3)*yprime(i+1 )+al(i, 1)*y(i- 1)+al(i,2)*y(i)
delta(i)=(tl(i, 1 )+tl(i,2)+tl(i,3))*yprime(i)
# +al(i,l)*y(i- )+al(i,2)*y(i)
# +al(i,3)*y(i+l)-bl(i)
endif
20 continue
return
end
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Nomenclature
[subscript]
'b' means bulk property
'bub' means bubble
'd' means downward
'e' means effective property
'g' means gas mixture in the boundary layer
'gc' means gas convective
'i' means the i-th species in the gas mixture
'o' means at time equals zero
'pc' means particle convective
's' means surface
'u' means upward
[symbol]
A external surface area
Ao pre-exponential factor
Ac cross-sectional area of the particle
C concentration
Cp,i specific heat of 'i' th species
Cp,g gas mixture specific heat at constant pressure
D gas diffusivity (=Dg)
Di binary diffusion coefficient
Dim multi-component diffusion coefficient
DT thermal diffusivity
d diameter of the particle
dp diameter of the bed particle
E, Ea activation energy
f characteristic frequency of non-steady state heat and mass transfer
fg characteristic frequency due to gas convective transfer
fp characteristic frequency due to particle convective transfer
fh factor in heat transfer due to Stefan flow
fm factor in mass transfer due to Stefan flow
H bed height
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Hi specific enthalpy
-AH heat of reaction [J/g]
h convective heat transfer coefficient
I laser heating flux
Lb thermal conductivity at the gas phase
k'g mass transfer rate coefficient based on concentration
kg mass transfer rate coefficient based on partial pressure (in Ch.2), mass transfer
coefficient (in Ch.3)
k's intrinsic reaction rate coefficient based on concentration
ks intrinsic reaction rate coefficient based on partial pressure
m mass of the particle
M molecular weight
J0] mean molecular weight
Mc molecular weight of carbon
P pressure
p probability that particles is in the emulsion phase during one whole circulation
p' probability in the emulsion phase during its rise
Qabs absorption efficiency of laser heating flux
R gas coefficient
Ri mass production rate
Ro particle radius
r radial coordinate
rc carbon consumption rate (based on the external surface area) [gC/cm2s]
rs intrinsic reaction rate (based on internal surface area) [gC/cm2s]
Sg BET surface area [m2/g]
T temperature
Tg ambient gas and wall temperature
Tm mean temperature of Tp and Tg
To temperature at t=O
Tp particle temperature
t time
UB (=ub) bubble rising velocity
UD particle descending velocity
UR particle rising velocity
Umf minimum fluidization velocity
Vr fluid velocity in 'r' direction
Vi diffusion velocity of 'i' th species
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V/c corrective diffusion velocity
X' 0o reaction fraction of CO = ( CO2/CO +1 )-1
X penetration depth
X i mole fraction of 'i' th species
Yi mass fraction of 'i' th species
aX nodal value (in Ch.4), wake fraction (in Ch.3)
e effective thermal diffusivity (in Ch.3)
X grams of carbon consumed per mole of 02 reacted
£ emissivity of the particle.
Emf bed voidage at the minimum fluidization velocity
b bed voidage occupied by bubble
(D, basis function for Galerkin finite element method
Thiele modulus
r1 effectiveness factor
(p moles of 02 reacted per one mole carbon consumed
Ag thermal conductivity
pg density of the gas mixture in the boundary layer
Stefan-Boltzman constant
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